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3 Douglass residents want to save church
D3
MURRAY KY 42071

By STACEY CROOK
Stan Writer
Progress, like beauty, is in the
eye of the beholder.
What the City of Murray sees
as progress, some of those
affected sec it as a destruction of
their heritage.
As part of the North Douglass
Community Redevelopment Project. the L.P. Miller Church of
Christ is one of several structures
scheduled for demolition.
According to a plan submitted
to the state by city planner Don
Elias. acquisition of the church,
along with six other structures on
Miller Street, will "give the city
control of the stretch of Miller
Street adjacent to the BriggsStratton factory, thereby ensuring
the property will no longer be
used for residential purposes."
However, church members
argue that a church can function
in a commercial area.
Eugene Reed, one of the
church's 25 members and president of the local NAACP, said he
would like the city to reevaluate
as plan in an effort to spare the
49-year-old church.
"It is not our intent to move,"
he said.
During a meeting with church
members and others from the

'SINCE 1879'

Douglass community Monday
night, many people expressed
concern about further enchroachment of commercial business into
a residential area.
"The grant money is supposed
to be helping this area, but
they're using the money to their
(the city's) advantage," one resident said.
In July, the city received the
largest federal grant in its history
for this type of project. The
$750,000 grant will be used to
acquire seven dilapidated residental structures (five arc occupied)
and the Church of Christ.
These seven structures along
with three others are to be
demolished.
Five families in the area will
be relocated. Twenty-five residential structures will undergo
some degree of rehabilitation.
Residents at the meeting said
they are glad to see that work is
scheduled for many homes. However, some are skeptical.
The neighborhood underwent a
project similiar to this in the
1970s. Many of the residents said
the work was of poor quality and
repairs had to be made again and
again.
One homeowner, whose house
is on the rehabilitation list, said
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It is not our intent to move. II

...EUGENE REED

he is happy to have his home
repaired.
"But if they are going to do it,
then do it right," he said.
Others suggested checks be
done on the work throughout the
project to ensure certain quality
standards.
One of the biggest concerns for
people at the meeting is the loss
of the church. Reed said he
knows the church obviously
needs a great deal of work. But,
with a small congregation, it is
difficult to raise enough money
for repairs.
Additionally, the congregation
has had no response from sister
churches when it has asked for
assistance, Reed said.
Many people have close bonds
to the rundown concrete structure, which has cracked walls and
plastic-covered windows.
Those same people grew up in
the L.P. Miller Church of Christ.
Generation after generation has
sat in the pews of its small
sanctuary.

"This is home. This is what
we've come to know and love," a
church member said.
"The church house is the main
place for people to go," another
said. "If this is gone, where are
you going to go."
"This is our heritage," said
another lady.
According to members, the
church has been struggling to survive for several years. They currently do not have a minister. But
adversity can be overcome, they
said.
"Thank the good Lord, we've
made it this far," a member said.
Most of the people at the meeting think the city is trying to take
away their neighborhood, which
is primarily black.
"We want to ensure it's not
another case of racism reanng its
ugly head," Reed said.
Mayor Bill Cherry said racism
is not the issue.
"We have an awful lot of pride
See Page 2A
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Twenty members of the L.P. Miller Church of Christ and residents of
the North Douglass community met Monday night to discuss a redevelopment project that will demolish several structures and the church.

MSU hits Congress gets
Fiscal Court settles tax suit national Somalia report
list again

To Pay or Not?

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

A discrepancy in figures convinced the Calloway County Fiscal Court to accept a $2,500 settlement recommended by County
Attorney David Harrington.
Harrington told the court Tuesday that a lawsuit pertaining to
the tax on timberlands in Calloway County has gone through
Circuit Court.
Since 1982, the amount of timberland acreage recorded by the
PVA and the Division of Forestry
has been different. When it came
time for the sheriff to collect the
two-cents-per-acre tax, he used
the PVA figures. Meanwhile, the
Division of Forestry claims Calloway County now owes $6,500
in back taxes from 1982 to 1989
based on the other set of figures.
"The Division of Forestry figures show we have more than
72,000 acres," Harrington said.
"Our figures range from 36,000
to 39,000. The statute says we are
required to go by their figures."
County Judge/Executive
George Weaks complained that it
is not the court's responsibility to
make sure the acreage listing is
Correct.

"If the listing is wrong, it's the
Division of Forestry's responsibility to turn the figures over to
the PVA. They can send me 40
notices and it doesn't matter,"
Weaks said. "They are the ones
guilty of negligence, not us."

Si I'm going to be here for only two
months and 20 days and the decision is
up to the court. It will be setting o precedent if the court decides to pay. 'I
...George Weaks

However, Harrington said he
was able to have the years
1982-83 deleted because of the
statute of limitations. He then
negotiated the settlement to
$2,500.
"The whole question is the
amount of acreage," he said. "It
would appear that years ago we
got off on the wrong foot. The
Division of Forestry did a survey
years ago and it was probably
done from the air. A lot of the
timberlands may be TVA
property."
The years following 1989 are
not involved in the lawsuit. Harrington said he is going back
through the post-1989 records to
compare figures and if there are
any discrepancies, they will be
paid.
Assistant County Attorney
Warren Hopkins said that the
county is ultimately responsible
for the tax.
"After time has passed and
there is a deficiency, the county
is responsible," he said. "That's a
large discrepancy that we are trying to figure out."
Weaks commented that if the

court is responsible for the timberland tax deficiency, then the
court would probably be responsible for paying taxes on all the
abandoned cars in the county.
"I'm going to be here for only
two months and 20 days and the
decision is up to the court,"
Weaks said. "It will be setting a
precedent if the court decides to
pay."
Magistrate Steve Lax recommended the court pay the settlement, subject to the receipt of an
itemized listing by the Division
of Forestry of all the Calloway
County timberland.
"The itemization will allow us
to get our figures together," Lax
said.
Magistrates Lax, Bobby Stubblefield and Clyde Hale voted to
pay the settlement in spite of
Weaks' comments. Magistrate
Dan Miller was not present at the
meeting.
Ed Pavlick, 911 coordinator,
told the court that he is making
progress and he has spent a great
amount of time talking with
people.

By DONNA CASSATA

Associated Press Writer

Getting ready for college
includes doing the homework.
Today's high schoolers and
parents are researchig colleges
and universities before they put
their money on the line.
That's good news for Murray
State University and other institutions which ranked high in the
current edition of "America's
Best Colleges."
In the 1994 college guide,
published recently by U.S.
News & World Report, Murray
State retained its top quartile
rating among southern regional
liberal arts universities.
The excellent results reflect
recent psychographic research
conducted by Murray State's
marketing office.
"In recent focus studies, our
students rated the Murray State
academic experience as superior," said John McDonald,
director of the office of marketing and public relations. "Small
classes, excellent teaching, and
a friendly campus were common responses to questions
about life at Murray State."
The "America's Best Colleges" ratings are the result of a
year-round job headed by
Robert Morse, senior editor at
U.S. News & World Report.
• See Page 2A

IIII See Page 2A

Jury begins deliberations in Collins trial
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
jury today had to decide whether
Bill Collins set out to illegally
"make big _money" from his
wife's administration as
governor.
Nine women and three men
began deliberations in U.S. District Court today. They had to

weigh seven weeks of testimony,
including Collins' denials of
wrongdoing.
Attorneys on both sides took
parting shots Tuesday.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jane
Graham said Collins exploited his
marriage to then-Gov. Martha
Layne Collins to extort money
from engineers and bond underwriters who coveted state

business.
Graham posed a question: Why
would Collins, a dentist, ditch the
practice he had established in
Versailles? "So Bill Collins
could make big money while
Martha Layne was in power,"
Graham said.
Collins' attorney, Frank E.
Haddad of Louisville, attacked
star government witness Lester

• Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers at city hall.
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Thompson testified that Collins
secretly used his clout to have the
most lucrative state bond contracts awarded to underwriters
who invested in his company's
thoroughbred-horse partnerships.
• See Page 2A

SPORTS

MEETINGS
Murray School Board WM meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the superintendent's office.

"Mac" Thompson, a former Collins business partner and state
finance secretary.

IN Some river
communities are
turning to casino
gambling in hopes
of reviving their
economies. Sometimes it works

• Toronto celebrated its second American League title Tuesday after the Blue
Jays finished off the.Chicago White Sox.

Page 10A

• WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House today sent Congress
a written report on U.S. activity
in Somalia, hoping to soothe lawmakers angered by the deaths of
at least 32 Americans trying to
end starvation in the East African
country.
White House Communications
Director Mark Gcaran said President Clinton felt he could stave
off an attempt to force U.S.
troops out of Somalia by year's
end.
"We are hopeful," he said
today. "We've got a very good
argunient to make."

"I think we ought to gr.e the
president the flexibility he
needs," Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas
said Tuesday as the Republican
and Democratic leadership, in a
rare show of bipartisanship,
worked to spare Clinton from a
major foreign policy defeat.
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va.,
planned to offer an amendment
today to force the complete withdrawal of U.S. forces by year's
end.
The measure would be attached
to the fiscal 1994 defense spending bill. A vote on the amendment is not expected until
Thursday.
Clinton sought to appease lawmakers in a speech last Thursday
in which he doubled the number
of U.S. troops to protect American forces in Somalia hut set a
withdrawal date of March 31,
1994.
Aides to Senate Majority 1.ead-

He said report, which will be
about 50 pages, was to be delivered to Congress today, two days
ahead of a deadline imposed by
lawmakers. National Security
Adviser Tony Lake was on Capitol Hill .this morning, but not to
• See Page 2A
discuss Somalia, Gearan said.

Rats ready for
longest shuttle trip
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) -- NASA gently loaded 48
rats into space shuttle Columbia
today for a two-week research
mission due to begin Thursday.
The caged rodents were lowered by cables into the bus-sized
laboratory module in the shuttle
cargo bay, and a technician
installed the animal containers
into specially designed racks.
Workers began sealing off the
laboratory after the loading
equipment was removed.
Columbia is scheduled to lift
off on the longest shuttle flight
yet — 14 days — at 10:53 a.m.
EDT Thursday. Forecasters

expect a 90 percent chance of
good weather.
NASA test director Bill Dow dell said this morning the countdown has been "basically
trouble-free."
Throughout the flight, four of
the seven astronauts will draw
blood from some of the rats and
inject hormones and radioactive
isotopes. They .are to decapitate
and dissect five or six rodents
toward the end of the mission and
preserve the tissue for analysis
after the flight. It would be the
first dissections in space. The
other rodents will be brought
back alive and dissected after the
flight.
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Six Kentucky educators receive $25,000 awards

•

EDMONTON, Ky. (AP) —
Robert Barnett had expected Metcalfe County school Superintendent Charles Roberts, who had
said he would be coming to do an
evaluation. But when he saw state
Education Commissioner Thomas
Boysen, too, then people with
cameras, he knew something was
Up.

Barnett, technology coordinator for Metcalfe County, is one of
six Kentucky Milken Family
Foundation National Educators,
an award that carries an unrestricted cash prize of $25,000.
Three of the recipients were notified Monday, and three more will
be told today.
Barnett was in a morning class
at North Metcalfe Elementary,
which includes kindergarten
through eighth grade. As 25
fourth-graders looked on curiously, Boysen announced Barnett's
award inside the converted school
bus that Barnett uses as a mobile
computer lab.

"When he said $25,000, I was
thinking about more technology," Barneu said. "But then I
thought how this seems kind of
unfair. There are others whose
work is not as visible as mine and
they deserve a lot of recognition
too.... I have to share (this) with
a lot of teachers who taught me,
encouraged me, and who put up
with me."

teachers and two admmisuaton,
all in secondary education. The
Milken foundation — started by
the family of' convicted junk bond
king Michael Milken — recognizes secondary-level educators
in 25 states one year and elementary educators the next.
Every educator honored gets
$25,000 to "do what you want
with it, no strings attached,"
Boysen said.

The surprises continued Monday 35 Boysen began announcing
the state's first winners of the
national foundation's award.
William Twyman, assistant
principal at Glasgow Middle
School, and Barbara Sloan, an
eighth-grade language teacher at
South Marshall Middle School,
also won.

A committee of 15 people
whom Boysen didn't identify
selected Kentucky's winners
from a list of more than 100 educators who have been recognized
in the past as exemplary teachers
or administrators.

Boysen will visit three high
schools today to announce Kentucky's other winners. The state
Department of Education asked
the media to keep the schools a
secret to preserve the surprise.
The honored include four

All three recognized Monday
are also enthusiastic backers of
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
Boysen said he knew about the
Santa Monica-based foundation's
award when he was in California
and, in essence, told the Milkens
that because of Kentucky's

REPORTS
MURRAY POLICE
Oct. 9
*Phillip Dwayne McLeod, Rt. 1 Benton, was arrested and
charged with forgery in the second degree, giving a false
name and driving on a DUI suspended license. McLeod was
originally stopped for failing to dim his vehicle's headlights. He
had no identification and gave officers his brother's name,
who also had a suspended license. After he was arrested,
officers discovered McLeod lied about his identity.
Oct. 10
*Jeffery Loyd Call, 22, South Fourth Street, was arrested
and charged with illegal transaction with a minor. The charges
resulted from an alleged sexual contact with a 14-year-old girl.

education-reform efforts, "we
think Kentucky ought to be
included." This year the Milkens
agreed.
The three winners themselves
said they had never heard of the
award. And the prize, which they
will receive in California next
March, flabbergasted them.
Sloan is also South Marshall
Middle School's academic coach,
sponsor of an annual student
literary magazine, adviser to
teachers wishing to incorporate
more writing assignments into
their classes and manager of the
county's teacher credit union.
She said she didn't believe the
award yet.
"1 really don't look at myself
as an outstanding person, and I'm
thinking, 'Why me?" she said.
Sloan did admit, however, that
she and her husband, Don, a history teacher at Marshall County
High School, "attend everything
related to the schools" and that
she never recycles a lesson plan
from a previous year because "I
love to try new things."

CALLOWAY COUNTY FIRE-RESCUE
Oct. 1/
'Volunteer firefighters responded to a tobacco barn fire off
Ky, 94 W. on Charlie Th'urman Road at approximately 9 30
p.m The barn is owned by Tripp Furches and is rented by
Mike Winters. When firefighters arrived, the structure was totally engulfed in flames. The barn and its contents, approxi2 acres of tobacco, were a total loss. Four trucks
1
mately 1 /
and 14 men responded to the call and were on the scene for
approximately two hours.
CANDIDATE FILINGS
Oct.
11.Phillip Lynn Rogers has filed as a write-in candidate for
the office of constable in District 1. Elections will be held Nov
2

NEWS

IN Fiscal Court...

III Douglass...
FROM PAGE 1A
in the North Douglass community," he said. "I have pride in the
city of Murray and I don't think
we have any slum areas and I
want to keep it that way."
Cherry said he does not know
what the process for relocating a
church is.
Elias is out of town until
Thursday and could not be reached for comment.
However, Cherry said when he
brought up the issue of demolishing the church with Reed, he
"was very pleased."
The church will be offered its
appraised price. According to the
grant application, the city will
help the congregation relocate.

•
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we're improving that street."
Cherry said in reference to the
demolition of houses, according
to federal standards, the city has
to prove that there is enough
available housing to replace those
destroyed.
He did not say if the available
housing has to be in the same
price range.
Owners of residences scheduled for rehabilitation will
maintain ownership after the
work is done.
"We are not running people out
of homes that can be repaired,
Cherry Said.

GINA HANCOCK

•••

Cherry did not specify how the
city will do that.
While some residents think the
city is clearing -the stretch of
Miller Street between Olive to
Main streets in an effort to attract
more commercial business, Cherry said, to his knowledge, that
was not the case.
"There is no commercial development that will go in there. As
far as I know, it will be a parking
lot," he said. "It is our feeling
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"I want to encourage people to
talk with me," he said.
A resident on Quail Creek
Drive expressed his concern that
his road name would be changed.
"I already have checks and
envelopes printed with my
address," he said. "Is it going to
be changed to something like
Bailey Road?"
Pavlick assured him that they
would work together to find a
solution. Originally, the road
name was to be shortened to
Quail Dnve.
"Pavlick has worked very diligently and made a great deal of
progress," Weaks said. "It
appears to me that more has been
done in the last three weeks than
in the last 12 months."
At the end of the meeting, former 911 coordinator Charles
Cooper walked into the room
with two garbage bags full of
maps and computer printouts and
dumped one bag out on Weaks'
desk.

In other business, the court:
*Accepted the bid of $50,743
from Trucks, Trailers and Buses
for two 1994 GMC dumptrucks
with a trade of one Ford, one
Chevrolet and one International
dumptruck.
Other bids were S51,000 from
Parker Ford and $53,142.92 from
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.

—The Senior Citizens received
a $7,000 grant to purchase a bus,
but it cost a little more than
$13,000," Weaks said. "The city
agreed to pay half of the remainder if we agreed. The city will
reimburse us $3,130."

•MSU...

FROM 'PAGE 1A
Thompson had "a real motive"
for testifying: In exchange, a federal tax -evasion case against
Thompson and his brother was
dropped. Thompson also was
given immunity from prosecution
for anything he did in connection
with Collins' case.
"It's easy for Mr. Thompson
to have molded his testimony to
curry favor with the prosecution," Haddad said.
Collins was accused of coercing prospective state contractors
to make political contributions,
pay kickbacks or invest in his
partnerships.
They included executives of
two bond underwriting firms —
Donaldson Lufkin & Jenrette of
New York and Cranston Securities Co. of Columbus, Ohio —
who agreed to put $1.7 million
into the partnerships.
Highway engineers and
architects, meanwhile, had to
kick back a percentage of their
contracts through state Democratic headquarters, according to

Thompson and some other prosecution witnesses.
Haddad countered with testimony of other witnesses, including engineers and executives of
the bond companies, who denied
being pressured.
Graham said Collins was aided
by various bureaucrats and campaign cronies, some of whom
held key positions in his wife's
administration.
F. Lynn Luallen, who was
between terms as executive director of the Kentucky Housing
Corp. during the 1983 gubernatorial campaign, was Collins'
"message boy" to Wall Street
financiers, Graham said.
Luallen was to tell investment
bankers that a $25,000 contribution to Mrs. Collins' campaign
would ensure a "level playing
field" after her election.
It was "something for something," Graham said. "You pay
$25,000 to get the right to be
considered ... for a state contract.
You don't pay your $25,000, you
don't get to the starting gate.
Could the message have been
clearer?"

Center for
Continuing Education/Academic Outreach
LjCE*A_O/
The Bachelor of Independent Studies Seminar
Saturday, December 4, 1993
Murray State University
Did you leave college before completing your
program?
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FROM PAGE 1A
When staff members of the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education, Washington, D.C., reviewed Morse's
ranking procedure in 1993, they
reported an extensive network
of checks and counter checks.
According to Morse, the
Washington, D.C. firm Market
Facts, Inc., conducted the reputation part of the survey. College Counsel, Inc., in Natick,
Mass., gathered the data on
admissions, faculty, enrollment,
faculty, retention and finances.
Council for Aid to Education
provided fund-raising information. The American Association
of University Professors provided salary data.
"The procedure cannot be
influenced by letter-writing

campaigns or other tactics. The
rankings can't be PR'd," Morse
said.
This year, 2,655 college presidents, deans and admissions
directors participated in the
U.S. News survey of academic
reputations, according to Morse.
The top ratings pleased Murray State President Ronald J.
Kurth whose number one pursuit is nationwide prominence
for the quality of the baccalaureate program.
"Murray State is particularly
attractive to students who
excel," Kurth said. "In fact, the
majority of incoming baccalaureate freshmen rank in the
top fifth of their high school
classes. They also have an average ACT of 22 — the highest
of all Kentucky regional
campuses."

•Congress...

Murray State University

AI••••aw TOW toldm•
1,11)
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — Bids have been received and contracts
awarded for several additional road improvement projects in the
area. Secretary of Transportaion Don C. Kelly announced that construction will begin soon on most projects in order to enhance the
local transportation system.
A $130,142 contract was awarded to Jim Smith Contracting for
resurfacing of a .5 mile stretch of Ky. 2594 (Industrial Road), 1.1
miles on Ky. 732 (Center Ridge Church Road), and 4.9 miles of
Ky. 783 (the Wiswell-Crossland Road.)
"Winter weather will be here soon and the prime construction
season will come to a close," Kelly said. "It's essential that we
complete as many necessary rural secondary improvement as we
can to provide the safest, most efficient network possible."
The project is funded through the state's Rural Secondary
Account, made up of gasoline tax revenues and distributed to each
Kentucky county based on land size, rural road mileage and
population.

'Approved the closing of a
road in Lynnwood Estates and
one in Fairview Acres.
—These are roads that were
drawn on the plat, but were never
built," Weaks said. "In order to
comply with the law, they must
be closed."
*Agreed to pay $6,260.83 for
part of the purchase of the new
bus for the Senior Citizens.

(c

Child $3. N
MaalrOCard

Streets scheduled for resurfacing

•Jury...

MARY ANN ORR
Advertising Manager

FROM PAGE 1A

BRIEFS

FROM PAGE lA
er George Mitchell, D-Maine;
Dole and two top members of the
Armed Services Committee,
Chairman Sam Nunn, D-Ga., and
John Warner, R-Va., worked on a
measure to counter Byrd's
amendment.
That provision would set specific goals for the mission but
leave intact Clinton's March 31
deadline unless Congress authorizes additional time.
"It's a plan, the president's
plan, an American plan." Dole
said. "Let's let him try to effect
and implement it."
The Republican leader said he
could not predict what the Senate
will do on the Byrd measure
because of the wide range of
views on the issue.
The administration's decision
to withdraw a ship of noncombat
troops from Haitian waters elimi-

OUR SUCCESS IS MERELY A
BY-PRODUCT OF SINCERITY
AND FRIENDUNESS!
(Come See...)

nated one potential blow to the
White House's case in Congress.
The image of U.S. troops fending off hostile Haitians and
Somalis simultaneously would
have seriously undermined the
administration as it sought to prevent strict limitations on presidential power.
The Senate is expected to
address the issue of peacekeeping
in Haiti and Bosnia, with possible
amendments on allowing U.S.
troops to participate only with
prior approval by Congress.
Both the House and Senate
have approved a non-binding
resolution asking Clinton to
report to Congress by week's end
on the Somalia operation, with a
vote on congressional authorization of the U.S. military's role no
later than Nov. 15.
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Casinos breathe life into moribund river towns
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EDITOR'S NOTE — This is
the second installment in a fivepan series on the prospects for
casino gambling in Kentucky.
By BOB LEWIS
Associated Press Writer
DAVENPORT, Iowa (AP) —
Aboard handsome paddlewheelers the spectacle of money
wagered and money lost has
become a new growth industry
for a tired Mississippi River town
seeking an economic lift.
Two decks of The President
Riverboat Casino resound with
the clamor of coins falling by the
thousands into row upon row of
quarter-ante slot machines. Bettors stand mesmerized by small
white balls that clatter across the
brass-ribbed bowls of spinning
roulette wheels.
So it has been for 21
/
2 years for
hundreds of thousands who have
boarded The President.
For Davenport and three neighboring communities, The President and her competitor, the
Casino Rock Island moored
directly across the river in Rock
Island, Ill., offer the promise of a
riverfront renaissance — new
hotels, theaters and shops teeming with tourists.
But apparently not all promises
have been realized. And in the
Quad Cities area, casinos have
driven the region's only race
track out of business.
The enticements have hooked
other river states — Mississippi,
Louisiana, Missouri and, as of
June, Indiana — on waterborne
wagering. Kentucky, (earful that
casinos at its borders will harm
its celebrated horse industry and
siphon off tax revenues, may consider casino legislation of its own
next year.
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Just as gamblers are dazzled by
the allure of instant riches, so are
the growing list of towns willing
to reverse longstanding bans and
taboos -on gambling for a chance
at prosperity.
"This area used to be the farm
implement capital of the world
and when a lot of that went away
in the mid-80s, people lost confidence," said David Sottow,- a
26-year-old bar worker from
Moline. Ill., where John Deere
tractors are made. Riverboat gambling helps fill the busy rock and
blues music bar where he works
nights as a bouncer.
"When the casinos came, it
brought a little of our pride
back."
And what about other riverboat

Reich looks
at raising
minimum wage
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Labor Secretary Robert Reich
says the minimum hourly wage
could be increased by 50 cents, to
S4.75, without costing jobs.
President Clinton, who had
urged a minimum wage increase
during his campaign, had asked
Reich for his recommendations
for raising the wage floor.
"My conclusion is that the
minimum wage could be raised to
$4.75 an hour without any effect
on job loss," he said in response
to a question at a National Press
Club luncheon.
"The question is how best to
allocate that 50-cent increase
between real wage increases,
health care costs or any other
benefit for employees."
Reich did not say whether he
still favors automatic adjustments
to reflect future inflation. He had
said in a memo to Clinton last
summer that indexing "is a minimum prerequisite to reaching the
goal of lifting families of four
with full-time workers out of
poverty.''
If the wage were indexed, it
would automatically rise each
year. Congressional approval now
is required for any increase.
Reich claimed that Clinton's
health care plan would add only
15 cents to the hourly minimum
wage paid by many small
businesses, which he contended
was not enough to result in "any
additional negative employment
effects."
Reich said the current,
inflation-adjusted minimum wage
is 30 percent below what it was
in 1968. An increase to $4.75 an
hour would recover only part of
the loss, he added.
The minimum wage reached
$4.25 an hour in 1991 after being
raised to $3.80 in late 1990.
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casino ports?
—Tunica County, Miss.,
ranked as the nation's poorest
county in 1983 based on Census
Bureau per-capita statistics, is
taking in millions of dollars from
the new Splash Casino moored
along the Mississippi. A second
boat will join her soon. Farther
downriver, gambling has edged
out Civil War battlefields and
Old South splendor as the tourist
draw in Greenville, Vicksburg
and Natchez.
—At Metropolis, III., and nearby Paducah, Ky., developers have
raced each other to build new
hotels and restaurants since the
Players Riverboat Casino opened
in February at Metropolis as the
first betting parlor on the Ohio
River.
—The Casino Queen is creating an oasis of new tourist development amid the urban blight of
East St. Louis, Ill.
In Scott County, Iowa, The
President has accounted for some
900 new jobs and S15 million in
state and local tax revenues on
gross earnings of S80 million
since it opened on April I. 1991,
according to the Iowa Racing and
Gaming Commission.
Larry Reed, director of the
Davenport Chamber of Commerce, estimates the casino boats add
51(X) million to the local economy annually. But the figure
was nearly twice as much before
a third Quad-Cities boat — the
Diamond Lady — abruptly left
Bettendorf, Iowa, in July 1992 to
operate at Biloxi, Miss.
"In 1990, before gambling, we
had about a million visitors a
year. The first year after gambling, it doubled, to 2 million,"
said Vince Lindstrom, executive
director of the Quad-Cities Convention and Visitors Bureau. The
typical overnight guest spends
atiout $125 a day in the area on
hotels, res9urants, shopping and
transportation, he said.
The area now effectively competes for conventions and is a
popular destination for tourists
from Chicago, Minneapolis, Des
Moines and even Indianapolis.
The crowds and the revenues of
gambling made possible the construction of a spacious new sports
arena and coliseum in Moline.
But for every silver lining
there's a dark cloud.
Quad -City Downs in East
Moline, III., had offered live harness racing for 20 years, its
purses and profits bolstered in
recent years by wagering on races

New Albany.
Casino operators often make
lavish pledges to prospective host
cities as thsy compete for gaming
licenses. But Davenport offers a
warning to those negotiating with
gambling companies: get their
assurances in writing.

4

televised live from other tracks in
the nation. Its average daily gambling total in 1990 was only 14
percent less than The Red Mile in
Lexington.
But Quad-City Downs was
unable to compete for the wagering dollar with the simplicity and
constant action casinos offer, and
in early September it asked the
state racing commission for permission to drop its live 1994 racing dates.
Two Kentucky tracks can
relate.

lntertrack wagering had helped
Paducah's Bluegrass Downs to
emerge from bankruptcy last
August and post impressive profits through January. In February,
Players opened its river casino
only four miles away in Metropolis, and the track's profits turned
to losses almost immediately.
Owners of the track voted in June
to sell it for an undisclosed sum
to Players International.
Riverside Downs in Henderson, Ky., some I(X) miles northeast of Metropolis, -blamed the
casino for losses in as 1993 live
racing season„ Riverside's owner,
M.L. Vaughan; has obtained state
approval to move the track id
Ashland in eastern Kentucky.
Even Ellis Park, a large thoroughbred track also in Henderson, cited the Players casino in
part for its dismal 1993 live racing meet.
Now, gaming interests have
applied for licenses to operate
casinos in seven Indiana towns
Just across the Ohio from Kentucky. They arc poised opposite
Kentucky tracks at Evansville,
Newburgh, Lawrenceburg, Vey ay, Rising Sun and Louisville's
neighbors, Jeffersonville and
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'Riverboat Or,gJns*
Casinos first legalized
1990 in Iowa and Illinois

The President's owner,
Pittsburgh-based Connally Group,
has yet to make good on public
promises to build a new downtown hotel and outdoor entertainment area near its dock.
Connally did buy the old
Blackhawk Hotel downtown for
the local casino offices. A shopping mall the company opened in
an old riverfront department store
has folded. Now, Connally has
threatened to move The President
out of Davenport unless Iowa
lifts its 55-per-bet. S200-per-day
wagering limits.
Officials of Connally Group
refused requests for an interview.
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Business is booming, however,
for those who treat compulsive
gambling, said Tom Fenelly,
director of the Eastern Iowa Center for Problem Gambling.
"It's nearly tripled my business. I saw 40 or 50 addicts a
year before the boats opened up
Last year I sass 116," he said.
Police say there's no evidence
the casinos have increased crime
in the Quad Cities. Even church
leaders concede the crime wave
they predicted nes er hit. But
Fenelly says the gamblers he
treats have confessed to stealing
to cover their losses.
"I'm seeing more desperate
acts like check -kiting, stealing
from the boss, embei/lement
anything to get money. We Just
had an ex-sheritt's deputv
charged with robbery because ot
his gambling addiction," Fenell
said. Three of every five addk.is
he sees have pondered suicide, be
added.
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"I don't take a position, on
whether communities should or
shouldn't legalize casinos,"
Fenelly said. "But if they do,
they better have ulitle program to
help people it hurts because
there•s going to be a lot of
them."
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ANALYSIS

Retreat from Haiti:
Is Aristide scheme
dead in the water?
By ED McCULLOUGH
Associated Press Writer
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) — The sight of the USS Harlan
County fading into the Caribbean horizon was a clear sign that the
United Nations' effort to return Haiti's exiled president had broken
down.
But it didn't mean it had ended. After militants prevented the
ship carrying U.S. and Canadian medics, engineers and advisers
from docking at Port-au-Prince, it was sent to the U.S. Navy base
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
It is to remain there until further notice — a sign that the United
States and United Nations intend to repair the plan.
The question now is whether it's still possible for exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to return on Oct. 30, as he and army
commander Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras agreed. And if so, on what
terms.
U.S. Sen. Bob Graham said he asked Cedras during a lengthy
interview on Tuesday whether his troops would guarantee the safety of the soldiers on the Harlan County. Cedras said no — it's not
the armed force's role.
That and other factors "put in doubt•the accord," the Florida
Democrat told reporters. President Clinton has said the troops will
not land in Haiti until the government ensures their safety.
The troops are part of a I.300-member U.N. contingent set up
under the agreement reached in July to return Aristide. The Clinton
administration said another U.S. ship scheduled to depart today
would stay put.
Cedras' reluctance to ensure order has been matched by the parliament's deliberately slow pace in tackling measures that would
complement the plan, for example, putting police under civilian
rather than military control.
"It's not a priority," deputy Deus Jean Francois told The Associated Press while waiting for a quorum to form. Not enough congressmen showed up.
Still, it's too easy to blame only Haiti's army for the impasse.
The U.N. mission has not been flawless, and the U.S. commitment seems equivocal and motivated by a desire to stem the flow
of Haitian immigrants to the United States as well as humanitarian
concerns.
But now with Aristide's return in doubt, and no one searching
for compromise, sanctions again loom over Haiti.
U.N. envoy Dante Caputo plans to send a report to SecretaryGeneral Boutros Boutros-Ghali "in which he will recommend sanctions be imposed if the plan fails," said a U.N. official, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
Sanctions, which President Clinton has urged as well, would
undoubtedly include a resumption of the oil embargo.
That would make life more difficult for this impoverished nation
of 6.5 million people, but might not compel the army to accept
decisions it clearly doesn't like, such as Aristide's return and Cedras' retirement.
It might also mean that attempts to return Aristide would begin
again at square one.
Meanwhile, tensions remained high in Port-au-Prince.
Before the Harlan County moved off, which prompted cheers
among the crowd, crates, boxes and used car tires blocked part of
the boulevard that runs in front of the port.
Tough-looking young men idled in bands, some looking over
mounds of coconut husks and burned garbage to keep an eye on the
Navy ship.
Small merchants who sell fruit, vegetables, sneakers, toothpaste,
notebooks and most anything else stayed home, figuring it was too
dangerous to come in. Normally, buyers and sellers are shoulder-toshoulder in the sweltering market.
Some parents kept their children home from school. Many people
planned to be home by dark, at which point it feels unsafe to be
out. There are too many unexplained gunshots, and criminals acting
with seeming impunity.
Asked why he thought the Haitian majority that seems to favor
Aristide's return doesn't speak up at this crucial point — when
Aristide's return is in the balance — the owner of an electronics
store answered: "It's self-preservation. You can get killed."
He wouldn't allow his namei4o be used, a precaution Haitians
cheerfully ignored after the Duvalier dictatorship ended in 1986 but
have again found necessary.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Ed McCullough, AP chief of bureau in
Caracas. Venezuela, began covering Haiti in 1986.
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Oct. 3. Clovis (N.M.) News Journal on the federal gas
tax:
Filling your car or truck with gasoline is costing you more —
thanks to President Clinton and the Democratic majority in Congress.
Under the cloak of "deficit reduction," Congress in August
approved a 4.3-cent-a-gallon increase in the federal gasoline tax. The
gas tax increase was part of a budget bill that includes about $250
billion in total tax increases during the next five years.
Unlike previous increases in the gasoline tax, none of the money
raised by this latest hike will be earmarked specifically for roads.
Instead, it will be thrown into the same federal pot that pays for
honey and wool subsidies, and fabulously generous pensions for
retired members of Congress, alking with hundreds of other questionable federal programs.
This tax increase, like other "deficit reduction" schemes in the
past, will not reduce the deficit one dime, but will only fuel higher
spending.

Search for a burger(and ambiance)
In the Indiana town where 1
grew up, there sits a store downtown, which bills itself as a cigar
store. The door of the store is
nestled between a barber shop
and a building that used to sell
furniture.
The storefront is small, but
inside a whole new world awaits.
Breedings, as the place is known,
does have cigars, pipes and other
tobacco products in large glass
display cases — but I would
guess that some of the cigars
have been in there since Truman
was President.
No one that I know in Warsaw
actually goes into Breedings for
cigars. Two things draw visitors
into Breedings — one is the
atmosphere and the other the
food, most notably the
hamburgers.
You know you are in Breedings first by the smoke — it is
usually rather dense, a merge of
conflicting cigars, pipes and
cigarettes. Then you hear the
sounds of Breedings, which are
dominated by two competing
noises — the cadence of dominoes slapping on formica and the
reverberation of graveled-voiced
older men arguing — usually
about basketball, and the random
blast of cursing, which is heard

INSIDE SCOOP

David Ramey
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
,loudly.
I v..ould never thing of actually
sitting down in Breedings,
because I 3171 not yet over 40.
You don't see men under 40 sitting down in Breedings (my
father, who recently turned 50,
would qualify as a young man
sitting down at Breedings), and
you rarely see a woman walk into
Breedings. The old men playing
dominos, the smoke, the cursing
-- women just don't go into
Breedings. It's an unwritten city
ordinance.
One summer, when I worked at
Owen's Supermarket (not that
Owen's Supermarket), and spent
much of my time on the beach, I
dropped by to see my aunt, who
worked downtown near the cigar
store.
My aunt asked me to go over
to Breedings one day and get her
a hamburger, because she wanted
to spare herself a trip into the

cigar store.
I cannot put into words the
taste of a Breedings hamburger. I
can only say that it is worth an
aunt finding her nephew and
sending him into the store to get
one.
I may have discovered that
summer that one of the essential
keys to life is the search for good
hamburgers. And moving back to
Calloway County has given mc a
chance to revisit sites like Breedings — places where the atmosphere can only be topped by the
taste.

My mentor Dwain McIntosh
swears by Wendy's Old Fashioned Hamburgers. He eats there
so often that when I think of
Wendy's, I think not of Dave
Thomas, but of Dwain McIntosh.
I can certainly see (and taste)
Dwain's loyalty to Wendy's. A
Wendy's double cheesburger with
everything on it is my favorite

burger at a fast food restaurant.
But I don't eat at Wendy's all
that much. First of all, I worked
at Wendy's at one time in my
life, and I got a little of tired of
the restaurant.
But second, I think the true treasure in searching for the good
hamburgers is finding places like
Breedings. And there are a number of places in Calloway County
that require a pilgrimage on the
crusade for good hamburgers.
One is certainly Sammons
Bakery, where the bun itself is a
taste experience worthy of a column. My friends at the Hungry
Bear serve a good hamburger as
well, and you can eat it with the
wonderful sounds of video
games. pool and the Cubs game
on television.
The Take Me Back Cafe serves
a cheeseburger that makes you
want to keep coming back, plus
you can check out the old 45s
and the movie posters.
There are certainly some
others, but I haven't had a chance
to pick up with my search over
again here in Calloway County.
But if you see me coming —
that's a double cheeseburger with
everything on it, and an order of
onion rings if you have 'cm.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The State Journal, Frankfort:
No one said. Imposing high ethical standards on the General
Assembly would be easy, and the Legislative Ethics Commission
found just how difficult this task will be.
On one important issue, the commission is correct in taking a long
and careful look at exactly how it defines a lobbyist who must pay a
$250 registration fee and adhere to tough expense reporting
requirements.
On another important issue, however, the commission stumbled
badly. Although the new ethics law bans legislators from taking anything "of value" (excluding food and drink), the commission determined that free tickets to public school athletic events also are
excluded.
Admittedly, the cost of admission to a local high school football
game is hardly an inducement to corruption, but the small monetary
"value" of this freebie to a legislator routinely earning about 525,0(X)
for part-time work is exactly why it should not be permitted. Furthermore, if the free ticket is OK because it comes from a governmental
body, does that make it equally all right for a city or county government to finance a legislator's trip to a Las Vegas convention.
On the subject of lobbyists, the commission came face to face with
one of the thornier issues of the special legislative session on ethics
reform. The question was raised by the Kentucky Nurses Association,
which has a paid lobbyist who will come under the tough restrictions
in the ethics law. But the association's executive director, Barbara
Dermody, wants to know whether her members also will be defined as
lobbyists if they talk to legislators or appear before committees.
The same question applies to bankers, newspaper owners, attorneys,
environmental activists, corporate executives and members of the
Pritchard Committee for Academic Excellence. ...

The commission properly will study the issue before answering
Derrnody's question. Let's hope the solution is better than giving legislators freebie tickets to high school basketball games this winter.
The Paducah Sun:
The fact that estimates of the size of charitable gambling in Kentucky vary more than 10-fold indicates just how tough regulating and
taxing the enterprise might be for the state.
When an initial tax proposal by a legislative subcommittee brought
an immediate outcry from those interests, the lawmakers retreated
from 2 percent of gross receipts to one half of 1 percent.
If charitable gambling — bingo, raffles and other games of chance
— is as huge as its own association says, even a tax of one half of one
percent of the gross would be a big revenue producer. The Kentucky
Charitable Gaming Association says gross receipts could reach as high
as SI billion a year. which is twice as much money as the Kentucky
Lottery generates. At that figure, the tax proposed by the Subcommittee on Charitable Gaming would net $5 million, still well in excess of
the 51.5 million estimated to be needed to offset the costs associated
with the games.
The committee has been operating from a different set of figures
entirely. A study had concluded that 381 organizations registered to
conduct games of chance had gross receipts of $95 million, less than
10 percent of the amount estimated by the gaming association.
A discrepancy of that size raises a question about how firm a grasp
state government has on the scope of the charity gambling industry in
Kentucky. It appears to be a much bigger business than state officials
believed. ...
State officials would serve their purpose well by more closely
determining how much money actually changes hands in these games.

Jones shouldn't call special session
FRANKFORT — While a lot of
well-deserved attention has been
focused on President Bill Clinton's
national health care plan and congressional reaction to it, health care
in Kentucky continuertoceceixeuhe
attention of a lot of top administration and legislative officials here.
Contrary to all the hoopla surrounding the Clinton plan and in
stark contrast to the heavy attention
given Gov. Brereton Jones' healthcare reform plan during a special
legislative session in May,the work
being done on health care this time
is about as low-key as you get in
Frankfort.
That's just as well. The Health
Care Reform Task Force appointed
by Jones after that special session
was aborted will have difficulties
enough without all the posturing
and name-calling on both sides that
characterized Jones' first attempt to
enact sweeping reform of the way
Kentuckians receive and pay for
health care.
As it is, there still is hardly a
consensus among task force members about what to do. That fact
alone is indicative of how tenuous is
the whole reform movement outside
the governor's office.
In the broadest view, the reform
plan being put together by a special
subcommittee of the task force
follows the general themes of the
national health care plan created by
Hillary Rodham Clinton and hun-

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
dreds of consultants over the past
nine months.
However,core questions still unanswered are whether Kentucky's
effort at reform will be able to bring
affordable medical insurance to the
estimated 400,000 Kentuckians
who lack any coverage at all and
whether a huge state-operated
cooperative containing public employees, teachers and anyone else
who wants to participate will succeed in keeping insurance costs
under control.
All the side discussions and de-

•

bates notwithstanding, those are the
fundamental requirements that any
reform must meet if it is to be
successful.
And with legislative leaders involved in drafting the reform legislation a long way from being unanimous in how they approach the
subject,there also is serious concern
over what will happen when such a
far-reaching bill is subjected to
intense lobbying pressure by
health-care interests.
has his way,the bill will
If
be the single focus of yet another

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our 'Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of ioplcs, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signer) by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephope number inducted in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 5(X) words. Letters should be typewriuen and doublespaced if possible. We reserve thc right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

special legislative session. If legislative leaders have their way, the
reform bill won't be taken up until
the regular session of the General
Assembly in January.
They argue that the initial weeks
of any regular session are basically
empty time that can be filled with
work on health-care reform. That's
true enough, but that requires a
strong hand in both the House and
Senate to prevent health-care reform from being swallowed up as
other issues arise.
Given that the task force last
week continued to thrash out key
differences over details of what will
be contained in the reform proposal,
the wisest course is to wait until
January before tackling the subject.
Without a clear consensus among
legislators on what they will support,a special session before Christmas holds a very real danger of
ending just as the one in May ended
— a disaster for everyone involved.
Certainly, Jones shouldn't risk
another failed (and expensive) special session unless he has firm
commitments from House and Senate members for enough votes to
pass his plan.
He doesn't have those commitments now. In fact Jones has only
two and a half months to get them
before the'regular session convenes,
not a lot of time when many would
just as soon leave the whole subject
to Washington, the Clinton: and
Congress.
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NAFTA discussion
Thursday at MSU
A panel of area business leaders
will discuss"NAFTA: Business and
Investment Perspectives," at 7:30
p.m. Thursday in the Freed Curd
Auditorium of Murray State University's Industry and Technology
Building.
Focusing on the North American
Free Trade Agreement's effect on
Kentucky business interests, the
session will be moderated by Dr.
Fred Miller, professor of marketing
and management at Murray State.
Panelists will include: Richard
Fotsch, general manager and vice
president of the small engine division of Bnggs and Stratton; Betty
Boston, Certified Financial Planner
with J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyon,
Inc.; Mike Davis, manager of the
export division of Alucobond Industries; and Mike Reed,director of
the University of Kentucky Center
Ex port
for
Agricultural
Development.
The panel discussion is the first in
a series of three sessions on NAFTA
issues. A second panel, comprised
of Murray State faculty members,
will examine "Academic Perspectives" on Oct. 21. A third panel
discussion on "International Perspectives" is scheduled for Nov. 1
Each of the three sessions will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curd
Auditorium.
The series is organized through
the Non-formal Education Commit
tee of MSU's Center for International Programs. Thursday's panel
presentation is co-sponsored by the
Watcrfield Center for Business and
Governmental Research.
All sessions are free and open to
the public.
The series is sponsored by MSU'
College of Business and Publk
Affairs and the Non-Formal Educa
Lion Committee of the Center for
International Programs.
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Scott dedicates
Kentucky plant
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Scott Paper Co. officials dedicated the first phase of a hightechnology $500 million western
Kentucky paper towel plant that
became the object of a fierce bidding war between Kentucky and
Indiana.
"We're certainly proud of this
facility and proud of what we've
been able to accomplish," said
Steve Single, a vice president of
the Philadelphia-based paper
company who addressed nearly
1,000 people at Tuesday's
ceremonies.
Production opened on Aug. 24
with little fanfare at the plant
near Newman, a crossroads community .in western Daviess County about 10 miles from
Owensboro.
The plant will produce, cut and
wrap bathroom tissue and paper
towels and eventually employ
500 people. More than 14,0()0
initially applied for jobs at the
plant after it advertised jobs locally earlier this year.
Scott chose the Kentucky sit,
after state officials came up with
a $150 million developmentincentive package in 1990,
ending months of competition
with Indiana officials who
wanted the plant near Evansville
about 25 miles away.
Daviess County Judge Executive Buzz Norris said Tue
day that winning the competition
for the plant is already paying
dividends for the region.
"You're already seeing other
companies looking to move into
Daviess County now because
Scott chose to come here," Norris said.

Sorority hosting
volleybash at MSU
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at
Murray State University will sponsOr the sixth annual volleybash at
MSU's Cutchin Field beginning at
2:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct 14.
The sorority is inviting members
of Murray State fraternities to participate. According to Snooky Davis,
chairman of the event, approx
mately 300 fraternity members arc
expected to attend the fund-raising
activity.
"The money that we make will be
sent to our philanthropic," said
Davis, a junior pre-vet major from
Clarksville, Tenn. "It goes into the
Robbie Page Memorial Fund and
that supports play therapy for term!
nally-ill children."
For more information, call (502)
759-9055.
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Prices Good
Oct. 13 Thru
Oct. 19

Store Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

Facoodel 1111Latirelt

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

76.exid

Deli Hot Line
753-7811
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We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice Boneless

Super Trim Boston Buff

Extra Lean

Field's Smoked

Chuck Roast
US Choice
Boneless
1 49

Pork Roast
1 19
Pork

Stew Meat

Pork Chops

Shoulder

Lb

Roast
$ 89
I

Steak
$ 1 39
I Lb

Lb

Franks

Lb

I

1 Lb
$1

Ground Chuck
Sweet Sue
69
Chicken
Broth

Extra Lean

1 79

49

Bacon
29
49 Apple
White House

Peanut
Buffer
I
$ II

289C

Juice

1

oz

OZ

01

79

$1

39

Blue Bonnet

Bathroom Tissue

Crackers
1Lb. Box

79'

3/99'
$279 Spaghetti
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
$q09
Pepper
12
pk
Diet
Mt.
Dew,
Dr.
Pie Filling
21 oz. 99'
Kraft 7.25 oz
Roberts
Vanilla Wafers 11 oz. 79' Mac. & Cheese Dinner 55'
Minute Maid
Sweet Sue
$13?
39
$
Orange Juice 64 oz
64 oz.
Lucky Leaf Apple, Cherry, Lite Cherry

Chicken & Dumplings

24

07

Lubz Beans, Pinto, Great Nortt)ern,1v1ixed &
gal $ 1 89

Blackeye Peas

15 oz

2/89

Owen's Famous
9 Pc. Fried

Chicken
$429

48

OZ

Red Gold Whole

2/$1
Lenders Frozen
10 to 12 oz. 89'
Bagels
Viorry)el Reg. or Hot
Chili w/Beans
15 oz 99'
Tomatoes

5 Lb. Red

Ham Salad
1 99

Bananas

Potatoes

14.5 oz.

Carrots

Fresh

Red or Golden
Delicious

Snow White

Broccoli

Apples

Cauliflower

V '1

Cheese

1 Lb Bag

89' 3/99'

Lb.

•

Boiled Ham
$ 1 99
,t

Mazola Oil

Golden
Ripe

-

Baked Ham
$359

Reg. Corn or Right Blend

Owen's Best
Storemade

I

Eckrich

69'
$199

Paper Towels

VItoduce

/
glen

•

89'

Scott Single Roll

Juice Cocktail

•
Boneless '
O( Hoop.,

2/89'

Sunshine Krispy

Ronco 7 oz.

Ocean Spray Cranberry

Baby Back Ribs
$489

5 oz

Angel Soft

4 Roll Pkg.

Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

I Lb
Sliced Free

Sausage

6.5..59'

I

1% Milk

Libby

,Tuna Fish

2% Milk
$189

Prairie Farms

Country Hams
1 59
Vienna

Star Kist Oil or Water Pack

Flav-O-Rich

Gal.

Lb
$239

Lb
$239

Hyde Park 1 Lb.

Catfish Fillets
Reeces

Pork
Cutlets

Clifty Farms Whole

Pond Raised

Owen's Best Extra Lean

145

Bryon Smokey
or Juicy Jumbo

Extra Lean

$259 99! 99'

99
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

--- One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County HospiLil for Saturday. Oct. 9, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Purdom baby girl, parents, Sherry
and John N , Rt. 1, Box 312, Murray.
Dismissals
Muss Tammy Fawks and baby girl,
Rt 2. Box 213, Calvert City; Ms. Dorothy M Enoch. 1511 Diuguid Dr.,
Murray,
Mrs Stacy Lynn Dyer Clark, Rt 2,
Box 298, Wino. Mrs. Ovie Ruth Gardner Fit 2, Box 71, Paris, Tenn.;
Nathaniel Edward Tyra, 211 Hilldale
Lane, 90, Hardin, Clarence C. Metzger, 1615 Wiswell Rd., Murray.
Harmon R Brown. P.0 Box 186,
New Concord, Edwin Mozell Mitchell,
Rt 2, Box 83. Hazel
Expiration
Edward Dycus, Rt. 1, Box 119A,
Buchanan, Tenn.
• • • •
Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Oct.
10, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Crisanto M Villarreal, P.O Box 245,
Murray, Mrs. Edith I. Heise, 1511
Johnson Blvd , Murray;
Terry N Calhoun, Rt. 2, Kuttawa;
Ms Mary Velma Lee, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs Martha Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 109,

r
ig JO'S DATEBOOK

Almo;
Miss Karen Crawford, 703 Depot,
Pans, Tenn.; Miss Julia Kendall. Rt. 2,
Box 25A, Pans, Tenn
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Oct. 11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Ghusselin baby girl, parents, Al
Jazaeri and Majdi Ghusselin, 710
Sycamore St. Apt. 111, Murray;
Ruby baby boy, parents, Jennifer
and Ronnie, Rt. 9, Box 378, Benton:
Troops baby boy. parents. Sheri
and Darrell, Rt. 2. Box 14012, Murray.
Dismissals
T.C. Hargrove, Rt. 1, Box 40, Murray; Ruby baby boy, Rt. 9, Box 378,
Benton; Mrs. Cheryl R. Camp and
baby boy, Rt. 2, Box 145 A, Murray;
Miss Kimberley F. Catlett, #35
Shady Oaks, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Gladys Easley, Rt. 1, Box 255,
Farmington;
Mrs. Bobbye Labarreare, Rt. 1, Box
110, Falkner, Miss.; Mrs. Betty
McPhail, Rt. 2. Box 175A, Hazel; Tom
T Roscoe, P.O. Box 983. Murray;
Mrs. Otie Trevathan, 1506 Glendale,
Murray; Mrs. Frances F. Waggoner,
1707 Miller Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Jennie Mae Wilson. 602 La
Follette Dr., Murray. Miss Varhonda
Wright, Rt. 1, Box 484, Murray.

Pet Therapy event Thursday
By LOIS RUIZ
Pet Therapy Volunteer
The recent return of the Pet
Therapy trips to N1CCH Long
Term Unit, West View and Fern
Terrace has produced a lot of
good feelings, not only for the
boys and girls with PAWS and
the people who take their own
pets, but also for the residents of
these homes.
We now have three certified
adult dogs and one puppy. The
Humane Society provides two
puppies for each trip. The puppies are the ones that can be seen
at the shelter and can be adopted.
The trips are on the first and
third Thursdays of the month. We
need more volunteers from the
PAWS (pets are wonderful society) group as well as adults to help
with the puppies fromt he
Humane Society Shelter.
Anyone wishing to find out
more about he Pct Therapy program or how to have their own
dog certified as a Pet Therapy
dog is welcome to attend a meeting at the Calloway County Public Library on Thursday, Oct. 15,
at 6:30 p.m.
Several dogs that have been
certified as Pet Therapy dogs will
be at the meeting to show just

what is expected of a dog with
this type of training.
For people who might not be
interested in the Pct Therapy
Program, but would still like to
volunteer their time for other
programs, there will be a volunteer open house on Monday, Oct.
25, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
For additional information call
Kathy Cohen at 436-2603 or Lois
Ruiz at 436-2453.

James Grace of Fern Terrace
Lodge is pictured with a shelter
puppy on one of the Pet Therapy
trips.

Brandon Allen Williams born Oct. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Layne Wilhams of Rt. 3, Box 101A, Benton, are the parents of a son,
Brandon Allen Williams, born on
Saturday, Oct. 2, at 12:16 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight

pounds 15 ounces and measured
201/2 inches. The mother is the
former Sondra Hutchins.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Hutchins of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Williams of
Benton.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Dream Factory Benefit Saturday
"Drivin' For Dreams," a Dream Factory Benefit, will be Saturday, Oct. 16, at Oaks Country Club. This 4-Person Golf Scramble
is being sponsored by Murray Affiliate #10 of Kentucky Hairdressers and Cosmetologist Association and State Beauty Supply. First
hole-in-one will win a golf cart. Entry fee is S25 per person and
cart feet is $12 per person. Checks should be made payable to The
Dream Factory. For information call Jim White at the Oaks,
753-6454, or Wanda Brown, 753-8162.

Children's auditions planned

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Lee Carter

Wedding vows are said
Tina Marie Barrow and Phillip Lee Carter were married on Saturday, Aug. 7, at 3 p.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Flenoy and Loretta Barrow of Rt. 2,
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Clinton and Edna Barrow of
Hazel and of Mrs. Ethel Jeffs and the late Kenneth Jeffs of Union,
Mo.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Carter of Murray. He
is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Ercel Carter and Mrs. Thyra Crawford
and the late William Crawford of Murray.
Officiating for the double ring ceremony were Norman Mathis,
great-uncle of the bride, and Ercel Carter, grandfather of the groom.
Music was by Karen Jeffs, pianist, aunt of the bride, and Ken Jeffs,
guitarist, uncle of the bride. Soloists were Ken and Karen Jeffs,
Christy Barrow, sister-in-law of the bride, and Selina Long.
The bride was escorted by her father and given in marriage by her
parents. She wore a formal gown of white satin. The mermaid style
dress featured a sweetheart neck line and pouf sleeves and was covered in Alencon lace trimmed with iridescent sequins and pearls. The
back dipped to the waist and was embellished with Alencon lace and
tiny pearl buttons. The dress featured a full cathedral train trimmed
with lace, pearls and sequins.
She wore a pearled headband which featured a pouf and a three
tiered finger tip veil of tulle. She carried a cascading bouquet of lilies,
stephanotis and roses blendedin purple tones with trailing ivy, pearl
strands, white tulle and ribbons intertwined.
Mary Ann Murray was maid of honor, and Sandra Davis of Paris
was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Dawn Kanachki, Stephanie
Phillips, and Leigh Ann Carter, sister of the groom. They wore matching floor length suits of purple satin and carried arm bouquets of silk
mixed flowers with splashes of purple and white arranged on eucalyptus leaves.
The flower girl was Chelsey Hartsfield of Paris. She wore a white
satin dress and a tiara headpiece of pearls and sequins. She carried a
white wicker basket trimmed with purple and white ribbons and filled
with white rose petals.
The groom wore a black western tuxedo with a white and black vest
and tie. His boutonniere was a white silk rose.
Brian Daughaday was best man and Kevin England was honored
groomsman. Groomsmen were Tommy Cunningham, Scottie Morris
and Clint Barrow, brother of the bride. They wore black western tuxedoes and had boutonnieres of silk roses. Seth Barrow, cousin of the
bride, was ring bearer. He wore a white tuxedo and carried a satin
heart shaped pillow. Ushers were Lyn Forsee, Bowling Green, cousin
of the bride, and Jason Phillips.
Robyn McCarty presided at the guest register.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church. The
sanctuary decorations, flowers, and reception were by Carter Studio.
Servers were Cathy Rhew, Holly Morris, Tara Long, Paducah, and
Linda Forsee, Bowling Green, aunt of the bride. Landon Barrow and
Ashley Collins, cousins of the bride, passed out rice bags.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Panama City, Fla. They are
now residing in Murray.

Children's musical auditions for Babes in Toyland. Playhouse in
the Park's Christmas play, on Monday, Oct. 18, and Tuesday, Oct.
19, from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the Playhouse. Singers and non-singers
may audition on either night. Parts are available for children in
primary through middle school. For more information contact Playhouse in the Park at 759-1752.

McCuiston shower on Saturday
A baby shower for Dan and Penny Smith McCuiston will be
Saturday, Oct. 16, at 4 p.m. at the home of Janice Smith at Hazel.
For information call 492-8783.
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The famous country ham breakfast for this fall will be prepared
and served on Saturday, Oct. 16, from 6 to 10 a.m. at Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons, Highway 121 North
and Johnny Robertson Road. A donation of $4 for all you care to
eat is requested. Sausage will also be available if persons do not
care for ham.

Dog show and trials this weekend
The 34th annual Paducah Kennel Club All Breed Dog Show and
Obedience Trials will be Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 16 and 17, at
Mid-West Expo Center, Jamestown Plaza, Paducah. The hours will
be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day. About 1,350 dogs are entered.
Admission is free. For information call 1-898-4712.

Resource Fair participants wanted
All civic, non-profit and service agencies or organizations with a
message for the public are invited to participate in the Community
Resource Fair on National Make a Difference Day on Saturday,
Oct. 23, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The fair will be coordinated and
hosted by the Family Resource Center at East Elementary. For
more information or to participate, phone the center at 753-3070 by
Saturday. Oct. 15.

Almo-Dexter District will meet
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District will meet Thursday, Oct.
14, at 7 p.m. at Temple Hill United Methodist Church. On the
agenda will be the contract. All members and interested persons are
invited and urged to attend.

Alford Lodge plans event
Alford Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted Masons will sponsor a
fundraiser at the lodge hall at Aurora on Friday. Saturday and Sunday, Oct. 15, 16 and 17. Hamburgers, hot dogs, drinks and assorted
sweets will be sold from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day. On Friday at 6
p.m. there will be an old fashioned pie supper with David Parr and
his Band providing country music. There will be a fish fry from 4
to 8 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 16. The public is urged to attend.

East Elementary plans festival

Co
at

East Calloway Elementary School PTO will have its Fall Festival
on Friday, Oct. 15, from 6 to 8 p.m. at school. American's Favorite
Purple Dinosaur will be present to have pictures taken with the
children. Featured will be all types of games. Chili, hot dogs,
desserts and drinks will be available. The public is invited to
attend

Bridal couple
honored at events

•

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Lee Carter were honored with several bridal events prior to their wedding
on Aug. 7. Mrs. Carter is the former Tina Marie Barrow, daughter
of Flenoy and Loretta Barrow of
Rt. 2, Murray. Mr. Carter is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Carter of Murray.
A bridal tea was held at the
University Branch of the Bank of
Murray. Hostesses were Christy
Barrow, Dorothy Barrow, Brenda
Barrow, Zandra Barrow, Phyllis
Tucker, Patricia Pendergrass,
Sandra Davis, Cheri Lee, Carolyn
Warner and Nancy Morris.
A surprise personal shower
was hosted by Brenda Barrow
and Christy Barrow at home of
bride.

Get
the Big fix
Mortgage for

$

1

The Harmonalres of McKenzie, Tenn., and Murray will be one of the
featured groups at the Need Line Benefit Singing on Saturday, Oct. 16,
at 6:30 p.m. at Weeks Community Center. Pictured, from left, are Joe
Eaton, Judy Eaton, Raymond Eaton and David Robinson. The Neighbors
from Benton will also sing. Dwane Jones is coordinator for the singing
and invites the public to attend. A love offering will be taken for Need
Une.
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END OF THE SEASON CLEARANCE SALE

REPUBLIC
NO points
NO fees
NO closing costs
NO kidding!

Savings Bank
12th & Main Street,
Murray Kentucky
759-163&Barry Thaxton
Kent Rohrer
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SRM 2100 Trimmer/Cutter
-21.2 cc two cycle engine
-Weighs just 12 lbs.
•Brush blade capable
r011
.

SAVE
$20

GT1100A Grass Trimmer
-21.2 cc two cycle engine
-Lightweight - under 9 lbs.
-Tap to advance cutting head

SAVE
$30

•
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Chestnut St Murray
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Mr. and Mrs. Michael Russ Back

Marine-Back wedding
vows are said at church
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Marcy Dawn Marine and Michael Russ Back were married Saturday, Aug. 7, at University Church of Christ. Officiating were Lawson
Williamson and Henry Hargis.
The bride is the daughter of Don and Carole Marine of Murray. She
is the granddaughter of Mrs. Grace Knight and the U.L. Knight and of
Mrs. Angie Marine and the late Rob Marine, all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Philip and Dianne Back of Dawson
Springs. He is the grandson of Fern and Lawrence Henderson and the
late Truman Menser of Dawson Springs and of Mrs. Eula Back and
the late Roy Back of Crofton.
The bride, escorted by her father and given in, marriage by her
parents, wore a full length candlelight brocade gown. Her gathered
skirt tapered into a full cathedral train. The fitted bodice featured a
portrait neckline with pearl and rhinestone buttons. The basque waistline dipped to a point in the front and back and was lined with tiny
-buttons. pearls. The back was accented with
She wore a wreath headpiece with pearls, silk flowers and iridescent sequins. Her three-tiered veil was ankle length, accented in back
with long ribbons and pearls. She carried an arm bouquet of white
roses, gardenias and calla lilies tied with a candlelight ribbon. Her
accessories were a three strand pearl choker necklace and pearl drop
earrings.
Michelle Marine, sister of the bride, was maid of honor and Amy
McReynolds was matron of honor. Bridesmaids were Amy Futrell,
Lee Ann Taylor, and Melanie Harris, Union City, Tenn. They wore
ivory lace tea length dresses with matching choker necklaces and
pearl earrings, gifts of the bride. Their wreath headpieces and bouquets were of baby's breath with ivory ribbons.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with black cummerbund and tic and
a white rosebud boutonniere.
Kent Akin,,...Dawson Springs, was best Man. Groomsmen and ushers
were Richard Him,. Rochester, Minn., Barry Neville, Owensboro,
Chris Wells, BurkesVille, and Shane Holmes, Evansville, Ind. They
wore tuxedoes and boutonnieres matching the groom.
Theina Gibson directed the wedding. Presiding at the guest register
was Felisha Lamb. Valerie Neville and Jenny Brennan presented
programs.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church with
Leigh Ann Grady as caterer. Servers were Tammy Dandeneau, Carla
Thomas, Felisha Lamb, Valerie Neville and Jenny Brennan. Elizabeth
Dandeneau and Attie Dandeneau handed out wedding seed bags.
The couple is now residing in Murray.

Couple honored
at bridal events
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Russ
Back were honored with several
events prior to their wedding on
Aug. 7. Mrs. Back is the former
Marcy Dawn Marine.
The groom's parents, Philip
and Dianne Back of Dawson
Springs were hosts for a rehearsal
dinner held Aug. 6 in fellowship
hall of University Church of
Christ.
A bridal tea was held at University Branch of Bank of Murray with Lagenia Miller, Nancy
Lovett, Robbie Marine, Sheila
Lencki, Sheila Boggess, Donna
Alexander and Sue Bazzell as
hostesses.
The home of Hazel McChesney, Dawson Springs, was the
scene of a bridal tea, hosted by
friends of the groom's family.
A personal shower hosted by
Amy McReynolds, Amy Futrell
and Shorty Ford was held at the
McReynolds' home.
The bridesmaids luncheon was
held at the home of Mrs. Lubie
Roberts with Lee Ann Taylor and
Wanda Rayburn as hostesses.
•
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Wednesday, Oct. 13
Murray Lions Club radio auction/69
p.m.
Overeaters Anooymees/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Community Center.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 am/American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
biro/7534136 or 435-4314.
Line Dancing by Leisure Life/4:30
p.m./University Branch of Bank of
Murray
Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer meeting and Young Peeples' Class/6:30 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Scherectiewski-H.E./5:15 p.m.;
Supper/6:15 p.m.; Bible Group/7:15 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7:30
p.m.
First Christian Church evaits include
Mahan Family Fellowship. 10 Commandments Club and Singles Support
Group/6 p.m.; al: Options/6:45 p.m.;
Choir/7:30 p.m.
University Church of Christ classes
cancelled to auend Glendale service.
Glendale Road Church of Christ events
Pat liardeman speaking/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church servicts/7
pm.
Memorial Baptist Church evans include
Youth and Mission Groups/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Handbell Choir/4 p.m.: Youth
Club/5 p.m., Turner Covenant Prayer/6
p.m.; Chancel Choir. Ruth Wilson Circle
w/Rebecca Irvan. and Wesleyan Circle w/
Lillian Robertson/7:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m., Praise!/6 p.m.;
Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's
Choirs. Klaymata, Bible Book
Teachers 30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/6 45
p.m., Sanctuary Choirf7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Kid's Klub, Bible Explosion, Youth Bible
Study. College Career Bible Study and
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events include
ARK/5. p.m. and Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Prayer Group/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church events include
worship/7:30 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible Study/7
pm.
Christian and Missionary Alliance Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Concert by Guitarist, Daniel Hornerf7.30
pm /Farrell Recital hall. Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. Admission free
Residence Hall Lecture at Women's
Center/4 p.m./Franklin Hall, MSU.
.
Info/762-3016.
Weather West Kentucky Museum open/
810 a.m.-4:15 pm
Thursday, Oct. 13
Murray Lions' Club radio -auction/6-9
p.m.
Special seminar for Parents and their
Newborns to Two-Year-Olds/12:30
p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ,
sponsored by Family Resource Center. To
register. 753-3070.
Murray City Council!? p.m./Murray City
Hall.
Murray Board of Education/7:30
p m/board office.
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District//
r m rlemple Hill Church

Thursday, Oct. 14
Oat Therapy open meeting/6:30
p.m./Calksway Public Library_
Si. Leo's Catholic Church events include
Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 pm
First Christian Church events include
CWF Group IV/T0011 at antral; Youth
Bible Study/4.30 p.m. Reunion Group
Onentatrzei at BASIC/7 pm
Christian Singles/7 p.m /at 800 North
20th St. Info/Joan, 759-1345, of Richard,
759-9994.
Murray State University Racer Athfarc
Association/5:30 p m /Pagliai's Restaurant. Public invited
Narcotics Anonymous meet/730 p.m./St.
John's Episcopal Church Info/753-078i,
TOPS 41469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a m -4 p m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Art Guild open/6:30-9 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. SO
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m./Masonic hail
Diabetics Taking. Control Support
Group/6.30 p.m /board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Lodge $92 of Woodmen of World/6
p.m /1A)g Cabin Restaurant
Singles Friendship of Paris, Tenn./7 30
p.m /Farm Bureau Building. Paris Info/
Kennith Broach. 753.35$0
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p.m /Senior Citizens Center. Benton.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanls Club/6 p m /Sirloin
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/I 2 noon/Seven

Genesis Home, Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children's new
residential program for girls near
Mayfield, will have an open
house and dedication on Saturday. Oct. 16.
The facility will be open for
tours beginning at 10 a.m. A
dedication program will follow at
11 a.m. The public is invited to
attend.
"We are excited to be providing this much-needed service in
Western Kentucky," Genesis
Home Director Carol Davis said.
"We are really encouraging people from the community to come
out and see the facility and learn
about the ways we are helping
girls."
Davis said Genesis Home helps
girls between the ages of 12 and
18 who come from backgrounds
of physical, sexual, and/or emotional abuse or neglect. KBHC
(*rates a similar facility for
boys in Elizabethtown called the
Baptist Youth Ranch.
A tree will be planted as part

KBHC also operates a pregnancy counseling and adoption
service, independent living services to help older youth get
established in life, and a professe
irovic
nael. Christian counseling

'"n•

• 1417tF

Seas Restaurant
Young in Hearts Class/10.30
a m /Glendale Road Church of Chnst
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church
Womenil pm
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 a.m. and 3 pm.
Calloway County High School events
include Freshmen Football hosting Marshall County/6 p.m.; Boys Soccer hosting
Paducah Tilghman/5.30 p.m.; Oils Soccer at St. Mary's/4 30 p m Annual Volleyballbash/2 30
pm./Cutchin Field, MSL.
ADPISOO/Intramural Field. MSU
Info/762-2575.
."Sunset Boulevard" production by Cinema International/7 30 p m /Cums Center
Theater, %1St' Admission free.
Weather West Kentucky Museum/open
8:30 am -4 IS pin
Land Between the Lakes -events include
ansi 2
m
Plarretaiturn_S.hou /II
p m./Visitor Center. Iron Industry/N130
a.m. and 1.30 p.m./ilomeplace.

2452
FLEETWOOD

28)(60
FLEETWOOD
'Price Includes.
.3 Ton Central AC
•Vinyl Siding
'Shingle Roof
'Ceiling Fan
'Garden Tub'
-Upgrade Carpet
'Storm Windows
'Upgrade Insulation
43eliverySet-Up

See Our Selection
.14' Single Miles .16' Single

WIdes

KEITH BAKER 16-HOMES, INC. or

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Open 7 Days a Week; M-F 8-7; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5
(901) 644-0012 Hwy. 79E., Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568

1-800-432-9346
FEN FUCK Y CAB1147 FOR Nai414 RFSOOR:f S

COMPARE: PRICE - SELECTION - SERVICE

FREE

$30

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have ore of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5
6
7
8

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13 Numb Fingers
14 Hip Pain
15 Tight Muscles
16 Aching Feet
Dr. Dennis L. Haskett, D.C.

whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE
II you want MOTO care and !real ment
we do all the paperwork

FREE.
REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
YOU 'THE PATIENT ANO ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
otsci.mmER OUR OFFICE POLCY PROTECTS
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 Nouns oc RESPONDING TO THE
ANY OTHER SE RVCES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR
ACNE FUNSEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

tii1Imports
1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

KBHC is the child-caring institution of the Kentucky Baptist
Convention. In addition to Genesis Home, KBHC provides care
for children who have been
abvused, neglected, or whose
families are in crisis through residential facilities in Middletown,
Elitabethtown, Dixon, and Morehead and through private foster
homes.

•

FIND OUT NOW

kit,' •

of the dedication to symbolize the
freshy start the Home seeks to
give the girls who for care. Davis
said.
"The word 'genesis' means
beginnings." Davis said. "We arc
'here to help these girls find a
fresh Start as they put the past
behind them and look toward the
future."

"DOUBIJEWIDE DAYS"
AT KEITH BAKER HOMES

;
NI

Lesley Cothran
bride-elect of
Erik Emerson
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

$30
VALUE

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU

New Beginning_

ihw BIRTHING CENTER

PINELAKE
MEDICAL CENTER

Daily

Arrivals

Exit 24 Purchase Parkway, 1099 Media Center Circle, Mayfield,KY.
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MURRAY LEDGER

TIMES

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 13 1993

SPORTS
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PREP POLL
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Blue Jays Stew White Sox to win title
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO — Dave Stewart, the best pitcher in playoff
history, used his single-minded concentration to put the
Toronto Blue Jays in position to win their second straight
World Series.
Stewart's pitching and the hitting of Pat Borders and
Devon White carried the Blue Jays to a pennant-clinching
6-3 victory over the Chicago White Sox on Tuesday night.
It was the fourth pennant clincher for Stewart, who
upped his playoff record to 8-0, and he was named the
series MVP.
The Blue Jays can become the first team since the
1977-78 New York Yankees to repeat as World Series
champions.
Borders, last year's World Series MVP, drove in the
first three runs, and White clinched it with a homer that

triggered a three-run ninth inning as Chicago's defense
collapsed.
White's homer was his third hit of the game and gave
him 12 for the series, tying him with Tim Raines for the
AL playoff record. Raines singled in the third inning for
his 12th hit, but lamented that he made the final out of the
series.
"Concentration is the key to how he pitches," Borders
said of Stewart, who outdueled Alex Fernandez for the second time in the series.
"I knew it was important game to get off to a good
start," Stewart said. "I expected Alex Fernandez to pitch
exactly the way he did, which was outstanding."
Stewart, whose other pennant clinchers came with the
Oakland Athletics in 1988-89-90, called the Blue Jays
"the best club I've played on. Offensively, we have a
lineup that is packed with so much talent, and we have

Braves hoping on history
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA — The
Atlanta Braves, who scored 14
runs the last time they played at
Veterans Stadium, are eager to
start hitting again and earn a
World Series rematch with the
Toronto Blue Jays.
And why shouldn't they be?
Just as predicted, their talented
lineup is burying the Philadel-

phia Phillies offensively —
Atlanta is hitting .290 to Philadelphia's .227 — and their
Fab Four starting staff has been
... well, fabulous.
The Braves have a 2.72 ERA
to Philadelphia's 5.09 through
five games, and they've got the
NL's last two Cy Young Award
winners, Greg Maddux and
Tom Glavine, ready to go the
rest of the series. Madclux (1-0)

starts tonight against Tommy
Greene (0-1) in a rematch of the
Braves' Game 2 walkover.
"I feel real good going into
Philadelphia," Braves manager
Bobby Cox said.
There's just one slight problem for Atlanta. The Phillies,
not the Braves, lead the series
3-2 — and unless the Braves

• See Page 9

guys out there that care about what they're doing and take
their job seriously."
He'll get no argument from the White Sox.
"We got boat by a better team," Robin Ventura said.
"They are veterans who know what they were doing,"
Frank Thomas said.

"You have to accept what happened," White Sox manager Gene Lamont said. "I'm sure their experience helped
them. Experience certainly helped Stewart. He's not as
dominant as he used to be, but he sure can rise to the occasion. They were better than we were in this series."
When he beat Fernandez 3-1 in Game 2, Stewart worked
out of a bases-loaded and none-out situation in the sixth
inning. In the clincher, he wiggled out of the third inning
by allowing only two runs after the White Sox loaded the
bases with one out.

Lady Tigers struggle on first
day of state golf tourney
Staff, AP Report
tournament. Sacred Heart
Academy of Louisville paced the
ELIZABETHTOWN — Monday was a long day for the Mur- field with a 367, three strokes
better than North Hardon and
ray High Lady Tigers in the first
seven strokes better than Franklin
round of the Kentucky Girls State
County.
Golf Tournament at the EliSomerset shot a 385, while
zabethtown Country Club.
Casey County had a 392
The Lady Tigers fired a 422 on
Tuesday, good for 10th place
after the first day of the two-day • See Page 9

Tiger-Laker contest same old story
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Bill. Miller held his tongue
after the second meeting against
Murray High, because his Calloway County soccer team knew
what he was going to say.
"I'm- tired of saying the same
old line — 'We played well
enough to win,'" Miller related
after the game. "All our games
against Marshall County and
Murray High have been close
enough to win. But the kids are
tired of hearing me say it."
The difference for Calloway
was the same — they can't find
the net. The difference for Murray High was one player.

Murray High scores victory
"Tonight, Roman Shapla was
the difference," Miller said of the
Tiger junior who scored both
goals in a 2-0 Tiger win.
Shapla scored once in each
half to end Calloway's four-game
winning streak.
"The difference between us
and them is that they cashed in
on their opportunities and we
didn't," Miller said. "When you
play a quality opponent you have
to take advantage."
Facing a two-goal deficit with
20 minutes to play, Calloway
attacked the Murray end of the

field, but left each time empty
handed.
"Our defense, overall, played
well," Murray head coach James
Weatherly stated after moving to
9-4-3."We moved John Key back
to defense and, of course, Sean
Haverstock continues to play
well."
Shapla broke a scoreless tie
late in the first half when he took
a long pass from Matt Weatherly
and beat one defender and Laker
goalkeeper Dustin Parks for the
the goal.
In the second half, Shaola

received a long pass' from Haverstock and chipped in, goal over
the head Of Parks, a -first-time
starter in goal.
"That's a tough situation,"
Miller said of Parks. "He was out
for a week with a back injury and
then he comes back for his first
start against Murray High.
thought he played OK."
Murray and Calloway (9-8)
will meet one more time in their
first game of the Second District
Tournament at Calloway.
"I told the guys after the game
that the fortunate thing is we get
one more opportunity with these
guys," Miller said of the upcoming rematch.
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Murray shuts out
Calloway girls
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times onoio

Murray High goalkeeper Damon Cohoon, right, sets the Tiger wall In
front of the goal before a Calloway indirect kick.

With the First Region Tournament around the corner and many
important battles already behind
them, Calloway County and Murray High didn't have their usual
fire Tuesday night.
They did, however, have the
usual outcome.
Kara Gressler scored a pair of
goals to lead the Lady Tigers
over Calloway 3-0 at the Calloway Soccer Complex.
"I didn't think either side played with any intensity," Murray
coach John Gressler said afterwards. "Both teams seemed to be
going through the motions."
On Sept. 21 at Ty Holland Stadium, the Lady Tigers posted a
6-0 win. Calloway (5-10) closed
the gap, but still lacks the scoring
punch to take down Murray
(10-5).
"We're a step away from
where our offense needs to be,"
Lady Laker head coach Sharon

MSU Racer
Athletic
Association
Meeting
with
Coach Houston Nutt

•A•f.

4.•• •

Racer Football vs.
Eastern Kentucky
Saturday, 7:30 p.m.
Call 762-4895 For Tickets
AmeguallwalswalliAliMMUMMINIMIIMM.

Arant said. "Compared to the last
game, where Murray High played
flawlessly, our level stepped up a
whole lot."
Gressler stepped up in the first
half to give Murray a 1-0 halftime lead when she scored on a
pass from Sara Fitts.
Fitts made it 2-0 on a. pass
from Susan Kricb midway
through the second half and
Gressler sealed the deal with her
second goal on another assist
from Miller.
"We had some other chances
that we didn't capitalize on,"
Coach Gressler explained. "But
our defense...I can't say a lot
against our defense.
"Except for the game at Reidland (loss) and the first Henderson County game, our defense
has played well all year."
Murray's offense was
weakened by the absence of starters Maggie Snyder and Ellen
See Page 9
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Calloway County's Julie Smotherman, lett, fights for the ball against
two Murray High defenders in Tuesday night's game.

Archer getting ready
for match with old team
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's matchup against LSU
on Saturday isn't just another
game for Mike Archer.
Archer spent seven seasons at
LSU, three years as an assistant
and four as head coach before he
was let go in 1990. He joined
Kentucky's staff as defensive
coordinator last December after
two years as linebackers coach at
Virginia.
So going against his former
team for the first time holds special significance for Archer.
"I'd be lying to people if I
said it did not," he said.
Archer, who had a 27-18-1
record as LSU's head coach, has
molded a defensive unit at Kentucky that ranked as the Southeastern Conference's worst a year
ago into a squad that is tied for
fewest points allowed this season.

And he is trying to downplay
his role in Saturday's game in
Commonwealth Stadium.
"I have a very small part in
this game, a very small part," he
said during a special teleconference Monday that was called
because of numerous interview
requests from Louisiana media.
Since Archer's departure, LSU
has dropped to 9-17 under his
successor, Curley Hallman.
Archer said he has tried to
keep up with LSU since he left
three years ago.
"Being in the ACC (at Virginia), I was very removed from
it," he said. "In Charlottesville,
it was hard to even get (SEC)
scores. But rye tried to follow it.
Now that I've been back in the
SEC, with the coverage we get
here, you naturally keep a better
grip of what's going on."
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Coach quits after reports of payments

SPORTS
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Murray Middle moved to 5-1, while the Calloway County
Middle Lakcrs evened their record at 3-3 in middle school football
action Tuesday.
The Tigers downed Crittenden County 25-0. Murray held a 6-0
lead at halftime, after Courntey Kent scored on a pass from Markenny Hammonds.
The Tigers scored three times in the third quarter, with Kent
scoring on a 27-yard TD run, and Hammonds running for two
scores. Shane Andrus kicked a point after touchdown for the
Tigers, who close their season next week at Fulton County.
The Lakers scored a 20-12 win over Marshall County.
"Our offensive line was the key." said Calloway County coach
.13111es Pigg. "We want to give Coach Knight and his bunch a lot of
credit for the win."
Justin Morton and Dan Arnett each scored touchdowns run, as
did Shea Forrester, who took a handoff from a Marshall player on a
reverse and ended up scoring a Laker touchdown.
In 7th-grade play, the Lakcrs were fell 22-6. Jason Hargrove
rushed for the Calloway touchdown.

•Golf...
FROM PAGE 8
Murray's Joy Roach, who won
the First Region girls title at'the
Murray Country Club last week,
shot a 92.
Other Lady Tiger scores
included Stacey Foster with a 107
and Rachel Cella with a 155.
Heather Kraus of Sacred licart

held a three-stroke advantage
over Lexington Henry Clay's
Sharon Park in the 36-hole tourney, while Bowling Green Green wood's Ashley Smith is third at
81 followed by Casey County's
Andria Beeler at 82 and Logan
County's Brandi Stevenson at 83.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — With
less than three weeks before practice starts, Ball State's basketball
program was dealt a crushing
blow Tuesday when coach Dick
Hunsaker resigned and star forward Steve Payne was declared
ineligible because of NCAA rules
violations.
A university eommittee found
Payne and three other players
received improper inducements,
extra benefits and unauthorized
financial aid dating to the sum -

sweep in Philadelphia, they'll
wind up with nothing in a year
they won 104 regular-season
games and were favored to win it
all.
So why are the Braves talking
so confidently, so boldly after
they lost two of three in Atlanta'?
Why are they, not the Phillies,
acting like favorites? And why
are they trailing in a series
they've often dominated?
As a headline in the Philadelphia Daily News asked Tuesday,
**Why Ask How'?"
"We've been in this situation
before and come through," pitcher Steve Avery said. "I think
everyone on our team still thinks
we've got the better team."
In I991, the Braves were in

this identical situation — down
1-2 on the road — and swept the
Pirates on 3 pair of shutouts in
Pittsburgh. They also were down
to their last out in Game 7 last
year before Francisco Cabrera's
unforgettable two-run single in
the ninth beat the Pirates 3-2.
'Why have negative thoughts
noW.'" the Braves' Jeff Blauser
said. "People said we couldn't
do it in '91 and '92, and we did
But how many times can they
keep doing it? How many times
can they keep flaunting history
hy making if' Until 1991, no NL
playoff team had rallied from 3
3-2 deficit on the road, now the
Braves are trying to pull it off for
the second time in three years.

Jane Rogers
753-9627
305 N 12th St, Murray

State Farm
Insurance Companies
Horne Moos' Bloom ngton,

lilt not'

(Nest to Century 21)

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.'

OVER 500 ENGINES AVAILABLE - DOMESTICS • IMPOPTc • LONG BLOCKS • SHORT BLOCKS

•NEW Corn bearings
• NEW Lifters
• NEW Valve Stem Seals 'NEW Main Bearings
•NEW Rod Bearings
• NEW Pistons & Rings
•NEW Timing Chain
• NEW Gaskets
Comporients
• NEW Freeze Plugs

12 1411iN
til,000 MILE

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

David King.

901

753-8355

Sycamore

"

I.

'Your more than one company agency."

.
yr
eg,

Store stock only

Buick 231V-6
79 - 85
1, 302,
-2.:Ford 351W
V-8$779
81-86 •5i202 .61406

STATE TOURNAMENT
ELIZABETHTOWN. Ky (AP) — The top 11 scores
local scores and team standup' ahe the arel round
Tuesday of the Kentucky Girls Stew Golf Tournament
on the par-72 course at Eliabeftorrn Country CIA

GM 454 V-8
70 - 76 . Se+e,
Ford 460 V-8
72 - 84 (seie( I Model,.

Chevy 173 V-6
82 - 84 .ii 1 Mr,
Ford Truck 300 6 Cylender
80 -84 •,• IA ,, 1 Il[r•
.
. -.11111111

1
Individuals
Heather Kraus, Lou Sac let
ee
( cT
Sharon Pant Li' Hien
Ashley Strath. BC Gr
Andra Beeler, CMS" CO
Brandi Stevenson. Logan Co
Jean Lawson, G
Rebecca Eturkrua= Cent
.
Mike Brown, N. Herten
Mary tAcCornich. Lou 13aMrd
Amy Robinson. Somerset
Jenny Thogmonon, Heath.
Local Mores
Joy Roach. Murray .
Stacy Foster, Murray ,
Rachel Cella. Murray

Team Ste nding e
Lou Sacred )4•an
North Hardin
Franklin Co
Somerset
Casey Co
Dawns Co
°GrainGreenwood
8
Ur
t
Co
Madison Ciantrai
Bowing Green
Moray

ENGINES

AA
Chevrolet 305V-8 (80-85) 350 V-8/2-4 Bolt Main (68-79) •411c4 .1' 1.
Remanutactured Price with acceptable exchange

Our Best Price

Our Best Price

EVERY DAY

EVERY DAY

Th000lightired
Km
"

FULL DAY OF RACING, WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

Simulcast racing from Keeneland or Churchill
Downs beginning at 12 noon... Live Thoroughbred
Racing at Bluegrass Downs begins at 5 p.m.
• Free Parking
•$2 General Admission
•$2 Reserved Seating
• New Look. New Excitement.
•Seniors half price on Thursdays
For information and reservations call''

$2" REBATE
V;

MEW.

I011
FrUI

4•
"'

sit C

110
01111111.
1•1"

(I)
arit**"
—

"--11:
1
"

EVERY DAY

New
Water Pumps

SIP Oil Filters
Store stock Only 2 m"
Or $2 17 eoch FOR

STP (Supw Con)
Fuel Injector
Cleaner 120z

297
TO
4 97

EVERY DAY
294

For most vehicles
Store stock only
Wrth exchange

1

Exxon Super110
111111111

EVERY DAY

99
TO
56 99

Or,. Vao, WOrrOnty

Valucroft•
Water Pumps
Pemanufactured
Store stock only
With exchange

Our Nal Bottery

Duralast•
6 YEW Iketery
Engineered for
longer life and

4888
EVERY DAY

extra power

1599
EVERY DAY

LIVE THOROUGHBRED RACING
THROUGH NOVEMBER 14
The thrill and excitement of Live Thoroughbred
Racing runs October 9 through November 14 at
Bluegrass Downs...Kentucky's newest
Thoroughbred race track.

EVERY DAY

andp
'"I
Mt'UN

For most vehicles
Store stock only

of Paducah

EMERY DV

Orr FrIrer

S-

SIP Air Filters

Bluegrass Downs

Our Best Price

NMI

EVERY DAY

TImes photo

Our Bost 1PrIce
Alemis/Immnin-

III
hI

Ii
367
370
374
345
392
399
399
404
409
41$
420

753-8355

901 Sycamore

$729

TESTED,

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

41.

sides agreed it was best he leave
now, Alford said.

WE STOCK ENGNES

It MN

C (at Virgimoved from
iarlottesville,
get (SEC)
to follow it.
back in the
rage we get
:eep a better
g on."

State coach Rick Majerus said
"I think morale is going to he
a problem," said Slajerus. hih1l
now coaches at Utah
"I think they're both going to
recover,- he added "Ball State
is a good school, DIL. k•s a good
coach, a good guy But a mistake's been made.'•
Ball State did not blame Hun,
saker for the y iolations, hut both

FROM PAGE 8

"They're a better team than their
record indicates. Maybe it will all
come together at tournament
time."
"We'll be ready by tournament
time," Arant agreed. "The girls
have been working well together
and their confidence is high.
They believe they can do it."

SCOREBOARD

National League
Wedneeday, Oct. 6
Philadelphia 4. Atlanta 3, 10 Innngs
Thureday, Oct. 7
Atlanta 14, Phitadelphe 3
Saturday, Oct. 9
Atlanta 9. Philadelphia 4
Sundity, Oct. 10
Phladelpha 2, Atlanta 1
Monday, Oct. 11
Philadelphia 4. Atlanta 3. 10 irmings. Philadelptsa
leads genes 3-2
Wednesday, Oct. 13
Atlanta (Madduz
at Philadelphia (Greene 0-1).
712 pm
Thursday, Oct. 14
Atlanta at Philadelphia, 7 12 pm if necessary

to downplay
r's game in
ium.
mall part in
all part," he
I teleconferwas called
is interview
iana media.
mrture, LSU
7 under his
all man.
las tried to
iince he left

If a new coach comes from
within the program, it may be
Lynn Mitchum, a former Butler
star hired during the off-season
as an assistant to Hunsaker. The
two full-time assistants from last
year's team left for other jobs:
Leonard Drake became had coach
at Central Michigan and Ron
Hecklinski coach of Anderson
High School.
The most important thing to do
now is hire a new coach and get
on with the season, former Ball

II Braves...

FROM PAGE 8
Uddberg, who both missed Tuesday's game with stomach flu.
Murray outshot the Lady Lakers 21-9 and Gressler said the
Calloway defense .contributed to
that.
"Their defense played a lot
better than they did the last
tithe," the Murray coach said.

Poet...eon Baseball
At A Glance
By TM Associated Press
All Timm EDT
PLA YOFFS
American Loewe
Tueeday, Oct. S
Toronto 7 Chicago 3
Wednesday, Oct. 6
Toronto 3. Chcago 1
Friday, Oct. 11
Chicago 6 Toronto
Saturday, Oct 9
Chicago 7, Toronto 4
Sunday, Oct. 10
Toronto S. Chicago 3
Tuesday, Oct. 12
Toronto 6. Chicago 3. Toronto wins sews 4-2

arri

mcr of 1989, university spokesman Jeffrey Alford said.
"It hurts," Alford said. "How
much it hurts is yet to be
determined."
Athletic director Don Purvis is
to name a replacement as soon as
possible, but the school had set
no timetable.
Meanwhile, the defending MidAmerican Conference co champions, who finished 26-8
last season, are without even an
interim coach.

•Murray...

MAJOR LEAGUES

ball against
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10
24 99

AutoZone
Antifreeze
Coolant

297

EVERY DAY

f

EVERY DAY

AutoZone
5 Year
Battery

38"

Zerex
Antifreeze
Coolant

EVERY DAY
347

Havoline
A',,..

1 rjotio,

•v MI

S75:ri

2 Headlamp Systems
4-46024 1-16054

Pro-Gard -Fuel Injector
Cleaner

129Cc.
AI SSO
,•
"m,
"

Halogen Headlamps
4 Headlamp Systems
1-44651 H4655
'till IA
01001 MS006

•

raam•e...

12 of

AutoZone* Specialty
Series Batteries EVERY DAY

R42

Engineered for
BMW Mercedes
Volvo and °mei
European Imports

%I IA

1097
EA

6988
cac.

MURRAY
753-8971

S. 12th St 4fg
in Southside Center
•••••••.C
. ant

OMB

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

1-502-444-7117
Directions: Take Interstate 24 to Paducah Exit 44,
Co 1.7 miles north to Downs Drive.

Waiin Of sole once legulor once theneolitie
Ad pnces good'NU October 17 1093 We reserve the nght To wMt
1 A u•oiOno
Ad prices not good on spocro1 otOors No Disown tut' deals Of warranties at

The Best Ports In Auto Ports'

'• a" `.

•••

•

• t:
•

‘Ct
:4'
41
•

•

t
;
k Ir? • s_

1"
.
•
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NATIONAL °Ict_Tgr
HOMEMAKERS WEEK
Calloway County Homemakers have activities the year round.
Share with us some of the past events. Join a group of your choice.
KENTUCKY HOMEMAKERS CREED
I BELIEVE in home as an inspiring and happy center of family life,
comfortable and attractive, a place for relaxation and work where
pleasures and responsibilities are shared.
I BELIEVE in the home, its contribution to community life which
reflects the development of the homemaker and her family.

GIFTS OF APPRECIATION an prowled to
Karen Hicks, lilt, by Judy Stabler, al Calaway
County Annual Day Dinner, Sept. 16. kin.
Hicks was county mansion agent In home
mono/4a lor the past to yaws.

JUDGES ler cultural wts Wand In Calloway
County Homornikars annual contest hell
SW. If at County Annual Day want Ain
Kconsclui, woad holding rag Wait, standing, Phyllis Youngblood, Groves County and
Shannon Cater at Murray.

Karen Hicks, Calloway County
colored tissue paper with recycling
Extension Agent for Home Ecologo "Let's work together for a
nomics for the past two years was
better world" on the body.
honored at the county annual day
Awards were presented by Mrs.
homemakers banquet Thurs. Sept.
Judy Stahler and Vanda Jean Gib16.
son. Mrs. Stahler stated 559 cookPresentation of cultural arts by
books had been sold. Top salesmen
county homemakers were judged
were Faustine Walker,37; Imogene
earlier in the day. This is a yearly
Palmer, 34; Judy Stabler and Lib
event with winners going to the area
Dalton,29 each; and Vanda Gibson,
annual day Oct. 14. Blue ribbon
25.
winners were Lucy Parker, rag
Rebates of $1.00 for each book
basket; Bcuy Kirkenmeier, acrylic
painted tennis shoes and sweater; sold by clubs were presented by
Lcutie Gibson, needlepoint pillow; treasurer Vanda Gibson as follows:
Wadesboro, S112; Friendship, $90;
Judy Stahler, Father X -mas and
South
Murray, $88; Paris Road,
bride and groom dolls; Thelma
South
Pleasant Grove, $65;
$80;
Warford, sculptured rabbit; Kathy
Ray, doll and ornaments (her doll Harris Grove, $40; New Concord,
won viewers choice). Judges were $29; Pottertown, $20; Penny, $19;
Alice Koenecke, Phyllis Young- Pacers, $12; Suburban S2; and
blood and Shannon Carter.
Progressive, S2. No more rebates
Featured speaker was Ruth Jac- will be given after half of the
quot,director of Center for Environ- cookbooks are sold.
mental Education at MSU. She
Elizabeth Dalton of South Murstated the problems we have of solid ray won the prize for selling 100
waste and her "4-R's" are recycle, tickets for the annual luncheon in
reuse, reduce and refuse. She spoke the spring. Pawnee Bedwell of
of the problems we are having in Wadcsboro was honored as having
Calloway County and the hope that the longest membership,in -homethe regional recyclinircenter being makers.
establishell at Eddyville would ,help
Mrs. Hicks, who recently moved
us. She was introduced by Betty to Somerset, Ky., to be with her
Kirkenmeier, vice-chairman.
husband and family, was honored
Ted Howard, county extension for her two years as Calloway
agent for agriculture, gave the invo- County Extension Agent in Home
cation. Council chairman Vinita Economics. She was presented a
Winters, welcomed all present. crystal plate and a decorative
Area program director Jeanne Davis wreath.
of UK, was also present and spoke
Door prizes were awarded by
of 'the work being done.
chairman Winters, Kirkenmeier and
The dinner was held at the Peo- Stahler, donated by the clubs and
ples Bank Building on N. 12th street also included the pumpkins used as
and was catered by Leigh Ann table decorations.
Grady, a homemaker. About 40
The Purchase Area annual day is
attended. Table favors were clothes- Oct. 14 at S. Fulton.
pin butterflies made of recycled

Homemakers To Help
With Heartfest
The Calloway County Home- with the community project will be
makers and the American Heart Lou McGary and Betty Wilson from
Association - Will be sponsoring a the Suburban Club; Opal Prince and
HEARITT.ST, Friday, Oct. 15, Faith Kuzner from the New Con1993. A display will be furnished cord Club; and Vinita Winters,Judy
and set up by Lori Crouch, Heart Stahler, Jama Galloway, and Cindy
Association Representative in Mur- Ruppel from the Friendship Club.
ray, at Krogers from 10 to 5 p.m.
The Calloway County HomeEducational brochures concern- makers invite those shopping at
ing health and nutrition will be Kroger on October 15th to come by
given out during the day. The the booth to receive the FREE
Calloway County Homemakers will nutritional information. The Ameribe helping to furnish volunteers to can Heart Association and the Calwork at the display booth during the loway County Homemakers enday. These volunteers will be distri- courage every one to become
buting the brochures for the Heart MORE HEALTH WISE AND
Association.
HEART SMART.

Proud To Support The Many Fine
Homemakers In Our Communities
'You Wt11

Re

I BELIEVE in the homemaker, alert, diligent, in search of better
ways of doing ordinary things for the welfare and happiness of her
family.
I BELIEVE in the homemaker as a leader in her community,in her
responsibility for passing on to others, her mastered skills and
knowledge.
I BELIEVE in the fellowship that comes through the homemakers
organization,the exchange of ideas,the joy of knowledge shared with
others thus, broadening our lives and lifting household task above the
commonplace.
For these opportunities lam grateful. 1 am thankful for the courage
of yesterday, the hope of tomorrow, and a growing consciousness of
God's love always.

as.#1"•111a.e...

•

The Annual Luncheon sponsored by Calloway County omemakers was
heed April 30,1993 at the First United Methodist Church. This yearly event
Is a service to the community. You could dine-in or carry out your meal.
Pictured carTyklg out meals Is a Murray State University student doing
Interim wort in the extension office.

mow

Master Farm Homemakers of Kentucky have included three from Calloway
County. Din Montgomery In 1930, Judy Stahler, 1983, Martha Butterworth
In 1989. Pictured above Is Mrs. Butterworth, left and Purchase Area
Candidate In 1993, Mrs. Linda Workman.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Monday-Saturday 8-10, Sunday 10-7

i.•
:
.*.

AL ART

iM.1ENRcCoULRNY

Si.

Murray, Ky.

101 .R
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S
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753-2411

1409

10% DISCOUNT
Please present proof to cashier before purchase is totaled/

Your Intranet to the World of Crafts and Decorative Painting

(502) 759-1042
920-A S. 12th, Bel-Air Shopping Ctr, Murray

West

Main Street • Murray • 759-1738

See Us First For All
Your Menu Planning.

on all Craft Supplies to Homemaker Club Members
with Proof of Membership.

•• _
Tole Gate .
•.
_.
..

There's A New Look - A Good Look
At Woodcrafter's Galleries
''Do Your Own Decorating Or
We Can Show You How!"

wOoDc&FTER's
GALLERIES
759-4522

.9adee 7la4are —

71-4944t

90-041e

711efed

V'cocod Matirlicit

Donuts '3 A Dozen Everyday

Terry & Karen Isaacs - Owners

201 S. 3rd St.

Upcoming Events
Area Annual Meeting,
South Fulton
Oct 14
Heartfest With American
Heart Assoc. at Kroger ...
Oct 15
Accessories For Kids,
FRC Clcthing Bank _East Elem School
World Food Day
Supplies To Needhne
Oct. 16
Family Resource Center Fair, Oct. 23
Poinsettia Sales ..... Now To Nov. 17
Delivery December 3
Cookbook Sales ...... Any Homemaker
Council Meeting
Oct. 29

01111inIENC'S

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

The thirteen clubs have been
involved in many activities during
the year:
-Donated
to
Needline,
WATCH., and Western State
Hospital.
-Collected eye glasses for the
Lions Club.
-Participated in Freedom Fest.
-Sold cookbooks.
-Prepared food for the Annual
Luncheon-.--- --Sent children to Fun and Food
Camp each summer.
-Presented a scholarship to Murray State University yearly.
-Took educational trips.
-Sold poinsettias.
-Donated 100% to Ovarian
Cancer Research.
-The month of may is celebrated
as International Month by all Homemakers.

This page was made possible in part by the
support of the following businesses.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North • Murray

(502)753-5273

We definitely know thathome is where
the heart is, and we appreciate those
who make it possible.

The current general officers arc:
President
Mrs. Vinita Winters
Vice President
Mrs. Betty Kirkenmeier
Secretary
Mrs. Sandra Gallimore
Treasurer
Miss Vanda Gibson

Council Members — Seated, left to right, Dorothy Jennings, Ruth Parker and
Betty Kirkenmeier, vice-president Standing, left to right, Judy Stahier, Venda
Gibson, treasurer, Maxine Kaiser, Rubye Burchett, Gene Wrather, Imogene
Palmer, Lucy Parker, Sandra Gallirnore, secretary and Vinita Winters,
president The Calloway County Homemakers Council meets six times per
year.

Parker Ford ,,;:d...i
Lincoln-Mercury
„I Slim

-;..g
---

Mailbox members total 24, these
ladies are interested in the Homemakers, but are unable so attend the
meetings.

Scholarship Winner- LaDawn Cook Is current winner of the Calloway
County Homemakers Scholarship given each year by the organization. The
Homemakers give 8100 per year to a Calloway Countian majoring In home
economics at M.S.U. Present Is Maxine Scott, scholarship chairman.

Suttsfied"

FORD

Calloway county Homemakers
have seen many changes since
1914. Homemakers of Calloway
County held their first annual meeting on October 10,1924 in Murray.
Present were 125 members for the
all day meeting. At the present time,
the county association consists of
thirteen active clubs with 209 participating members.
Following are current clubs, date
of organization, chairmen, meeting
date of each month and number of
members.
Friendship, chartered in 1971,
Mrs. Vinita Winters, 3rd Monday
night, 13 members.
Harris Grove, organized in September 1946, Mrs. Gene Wrather,
2nd Wednesday, 21 members.
New Concord, the exact year of
organization is unknown,but was in
existence in September 1949, Mrs.
Hazel Mauhai, 2nd Wednesday, 24
members.
Pacers, chartered in the fall of
1972, Mrs. Maxine Scott, 2nd
Thursday, 8 members.
Paris Road, organized in the
1440's, Mrs. Faustine Walker, 2nd
Wednesday, 11 members.
Penny,organized inthe mid-20's,
Mrs. Carol Taylor, 8 members.
Pottertown, organized in September 1928, Mrs. Wanda Dixon,
2nd Wednesday, 17 members.
Progressive, organized April 7,
1966, Mrs. Sachiko Brown, 2nd
Thursday night, 12 members.
South Murray, organized in the
spring of 1950, Miss Vanda Gibson,
2nd Tuesday, 18 members.
South Pleasant Grove,organized
in September of 1948, Mrs. luta
Hutson, 2nd Wednesday, 21
members.
_ Suburban, organized in the late
50's, Mrs. Betty Wilson, 2nd Monday night, 13 members.
Town and Country,established in
the spring of 1958, Mrs. Helen
Foley, 2nd Thursday night, 16
members.
Wadeshoro,organized March 23,
1953, Mrs. Imogene Palmer, 2nd
Tuesday, 16 members.

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q, Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Hours: Mon.-Thur. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
1407 Main • Murray • 753-4682 Deli Hot Une 753-7811

1111

0HEy1sjells", i F-F.

4111144

S

.

BEL-AIR CENTER

Member FDIC

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank
Your Community Bank

608 Main

Street • Murray • 753-7921

140,1
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Our Name Says It All
Values Every Day

FOOD STORES
Hours: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
12-6 p.m. Sunday

J 24, these
be Home, stiend the

Bunny

TIMIS are:

Sandwich
Bread

Las

Ile ICI'

TiOre

Farm Fresh

Fresh Meaty

Advantr

Hickory Smoked Slab

Fryer
Thighs

Pork
Steak

1() Lb libx

10 Lb. Box

Breaded
es
Patti
,, Lb Hag

Sliced
n
Baco
10 Lb Box

$590 $990 $690 $690

24 oz Loaf

son

69

have been
ties during

Needline.
tern State
for the

and Food

Potatoes

ents

Chuck
Steak
10 1,b

10 1 I)

I() 1 b
$590

$390

$
15°

Fresh Russet

celebrated
all Home-

icks
Drumst
10 Lb. Box

$1290

le Annual

Ovarian

. ', :1 A. litmeles

l'(,:k

Neckbone,
Pig Feet

Farm Fresh Fryer

Smoked
Sausage

Join Fest.

ip to Murarly.
Ps.

1.- t c..11

Frosty Morn

X-Tra Value
,.:.(:(1
'

I-21m Hill Dinner Delight

169

.,\11

,iTi

Arlicr 1( ,in

Beef
Patties

Ham

Cheese

Franks

20 Lb. Bag

AMC! I

$990 $599 $399

$890

._...Oct. 15
Wylwood Golden

:lem School

Corn, Sweet Peas,
Cut Green Beans

..... Oct. 16
Or.. Oct 23
ro Nov 17
kcember 3
-lomemaker
Oct 29

24 Pk.

FROZEN FOODS
SPECIALS:

DAIRY FOODS
SPECIALS:

5 oz. Box

16 oz. Cup
Believe Soft

Banquet Hot

49'

Margarine

Sandwich Toppers

2 Lb Bag

i2 ()/ IA) if
arker and
ier Vanda
imocene
Winters
times per

Cheese Spread

91 /2 oz. Can
Morning Delight

the

Interstate Straight

$359

So Cheesy

69'
69'

Butter-Me-Nots
Tortillas

Cs

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

Soup
10-y, oz. Can
Kurtz Tomato

Catsup
32 oz. Btl.

EVERYDAY '
LOW PRICE

Spread
rs
uarte
oz. Pkg.

69,

Coronet Bathroom

Tissue

)

Buster

Paper Towels
Roll

p.m
-7811

Tal

We accept checks for
the amount of purchase only, food stamps
manufacturer's
and
coupons. Savings up
to 40% on the food you
use the most — 100%
guaranteed!

$179

69c

Wylwood Stir-Fry

$119

Vegetables
12 oz. Can

Golden Quick

w

A

Vegetable Oil
48 oz

Apple Juice

IL

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Beef Chunks
14 oz. Can

39c

16 oz. Pkg.

15 oz. Can.

Special Blend

8 Ct. Pkg.

16

ers

29'
69'

hill Beans

t

Blue Bonnet

)-44S22

died

Ranch House

Kaskey Tomato

Cut Fries

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

9'/2 oz. Pkg.

Azteca Flour

49'
'
59

Dart Select

Foam Cups
51 Ct.

99'

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

33 Dishwashing 79,
59e Jug 79'
I rook

Crisp Fro/en

Lemonade

t

Liquid

32 oz

_

sp,ir kir

Bleach

SAVE-A-LOT
FOOD STORES
"Our Name Says It All"
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Murray, Ky.

3
Prices Good
October 13.
Through
October 19
We reserve the right
to limit quantities
and correct printing
errors.
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Math teachers
preparing for
conference

..11 1
I 1111'

DEATHS

Approximately 2.500 teachers
from Kentucky and surrounding
states are expected to attend the
National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Conference, Nov.
4-6, at Executive Inn and
Museum of American Quitters
Society, Paducah.
This is the first time ever for a
convention of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics to
be held in West Kentucky. Providing an exceptional opportunity
for area teachers to attend such a
meeting.
The three-day conference will
feature nationally acclaimed
mathematicians, teachersd, and
textbook authors who will present
about 350 sessions and
workshops.
The conference theme, "Piecing It Together," is related to
Paducah's association with the
American Quitters Society.
Sessions fill focus on the
NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards and effective
teaching strategies. Topics such
as alternative assessment, manipulatives, technology, problemsolving, math/science integration,
estimation, gifted and talented,
and research will he considered.
The sefsions are planned for
teachers of students at all levels
from kindergarten through
university.
Key speakers include Mary
Lindquist, president of NCTM,
for the Thursday night opening
session; Jack Price, presidentelect, for the Saturday secondary
closing session; and Shirley Hill
for the Saturday elementary closing session.
Registration may be accompalished by calling NCTM at
1-800-235-7566. Those who
desire additional information may
contact conference cochairs Mike
Stewart at Paducah Community
College or Dr. Wendell Wyatt at
Southeast Missouri State University; or publicity chairman, Dr.
Harvey L. Elder at Murray State
University.

Neal J. Thompson
Neal J. Thompson. 50. of Wiswell Road. Murray, died Tuesday
at 10:51 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
,
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Wanda Groenup Thompson.
Blalock-Colernan Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Funeral and burial services for Ford P. Kcmp will be held in
Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Kemp, 77, Detroit, Mich., formerly of Calloway County,
died Sunday at 5:15 a.m. at Veterans Hospital, Detroit.
He was, the son of the late Claude Kemp and Lillian Suggs
Kemp of Calloway County. One sister, Mrs. Lela Lassiter, and
one brother, Bud Kemp, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include one son, Robert Kemp, Detroit, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Rosell Pool, Murray; one brother, Charles D. Kemp,
Hazel.

33.43/8
McDonalds
/
1
4
Merck
J.C. Parity..-.-.-.---.- 4674-1/s
/2/1 40A
Peoples First'
Quaker Oats -.--.--.-.- 663/4Scibering-Ploogb

411151311

sac

'Hilliard Lyons is•martin maker inns
stock
UNC price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Add on al
InformaLon
A va able
Upon Request

ASV
HIWARD
LYONS

Our Revt Int estottent I, Von.
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00
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List 2O,941
Discount & Rebate
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'18922852
4.3 Liter Enhanced Engine
4 Speed Automatic
Power Windows
Power Door Locks
Aluminum Wheels
Luggage Rack
Tilt/Cruise

I.

I.
I.

Rear Window Defogger
AM-FM Cassette
Reclining Bucket Seats
Floor Console
Electric Tailgate Release
Deep Tinted Glass
Overhead Console

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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The Murray High School Band won their second superior rating Saturday at
the Reidland Classic Marching Band Contest This qualities the band to
compete In the State Marching Band Championships on October 30 The
band won first place In Class AA and the Color Guard and the Drum Maier
brought home first place trophies. Pictured In the front row are (left to right)
Joanna Kind, Andrea Jackson,Carrie Griffiths and Jennifer Lewis. Pictured in
the second rowan (left to right) Band Director Beth Stribling, Alyson McNutt,
Sara Klaus, Karen Richer, Drum Maior Jill Miller, Rebecca Marsala, and Band
Director John Stroube. The band's next appearance *111 be at Ty Holland Field
when the Murray High School football team plays Cairo, Illinois. Their next
competitive outing *IN be at the Davless County Band Contest on Saturday,
October 21

List S1 1 735°°
Discounts & Rebate

Time Warser..-....--.49/s423/s
Mal- Mart-------

1.

1

I.
I.

111111•111

Chg

41-'Is

I.
I.
I.
I.

I.
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'Prices are plus Tax, Title &License

-4442
Dow Jams lad. Avg.
DJ1A Preview Close--3593.13
*Os
Air Prodecb
$7112-11.
AT&T
-ST11-1h
Bell Soo&
Briggs & Stratton-- $4)14 sec
Bristol Myers Sq•lbls-571/4
Chrysler--------4/04+114
204-114
Dean Foods
44)14-lis
axon
36 um
Fisher Price
Wla+1/4
Ford Motor
Geweral Dectric
4.3/
1
2Gesseral Motors

L G & E

T
1.

;

Ford P. Kemp

Prices as of 9 AM

441/44.1/4
Goodyear
B M
Ingersoll Rand ----- 343/4 sec
K•Mari.--------2334-1/4

4 to Choose
From!

Mark David Harris, 40, of Linda Lane, Orlando, Fla., died
there Saturday.
He was in business with his father, Robert Harris, in the
firm of E & M Hydraulic Inc. at Orlando.
Born Feb. 18, 1953, at Highland Park, Mich., he was the
son of Robert H. (Bob) Harris and Ruby Housden Harris.
Preceding him in death were one brother, Bobby Joe Harris,
and his grandparents, Lake E. and Grace Carter Harris and Ben
and Myrtle Emerson Housden.
Survivors include his father, Robert Harris, Orlando, and his
mother, Mrs. Ruby Housden Harris, Pine Point Community of
Springville, Tenn. The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Phillip Mann will officiate.
Pallbearers will include Jimmy Emerson, Jimmy Myatt and
Alan Harris. Burial will be in Hillcrest Cemetery, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 10:30 a.m.
Thursday.

Stock Market
Report
Price

1994 Chevrolet S 10
Blazer Four Door

1.
T

Mark David Harris

Investments Sine4. 1851

Company

Equipped
Not Stripped

Mrs. Josephine Dyer Shroat
Mrs. Josephine Dyer Shroat, 74, of South 13th Street, Murray, died Tuesday at 9 p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Born Dec. 20, 1918, she was the daughter of the late William Dyer and Laura Phillips Dyer.
Survivors include her husband, Jack Shroat; one daughter,
Mrs. Jacqueline McCarty, and one son, Nelson Shroat, Memphis,
Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Maud Scott, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Allene
Weaver, Florida, and Mrs. Verble Russell, Mayfield; two
brothers, Brown Dyer, Greenville, Ala., and Hilman Dyer; six
grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

IiI 1 1 1.4 1

4

1,204"

$10,5310°

PENNY PUMPKIN PATCH
Just Ott Airport Rd. 3.5 Mlles From Town
•Indlan Corn
-Gourds

PICK YOUR OWN IF DESIRED
Owners: Ellen, Rob & Hunter Gingles

'Straw
Corn Shocks

For Electrical Service

David Morris Electric
Commercial
Residential
Industrial
New Construction - Repairs
Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

2.5 Liter

Fog Lamps

Air Conditioning

Remote Liftgate Release

Tinted Glass
Console

Light Group
AM/FM Cassette

Rear Defroster

Tachometer

Floor Mats

Delay Wipers

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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WAREHOUSE TIRE

2400 E. Wood Street
(901)642-5661

Paris, TN
1-800-748-8816
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Fall Stock up
le
Sa
It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
10th

a

Chestnut St.

10 LB. BEEF SALE

Bone-In

ROAST
GROUND REEF GROUND BEEF CHUCK
10 Lb.
10 Lb.

10 Lb.

9590
92°°

Sirloin
STEAK
10

Blitli
ssooiuT
10 Lb.

Lb.

790

Fresh
Dole

• TURKEY
BREAST T U

Boneless

9590
Boneless
coisiiii

4-6 Lb. Average

BROCCOLI

10 Lb.
965

239"

USIA inspected SIRLOIN STEAK
BuelfElir
10 Lb.

10 Lb.

Lb.

10 Lb.

'89"299"24"

Bunch

Boneless

$3.99
99C
1202.

Pork Chops

Lb.

Jim Adams

Bacon

SALE
10 LB. MEAT Fresh
ierFRYER
a rr
rrs

QUEERS THIGHS
10 Lb. .
$390 $890

J

Fresh Crisp

Celery

30 Ct Stalk 69c

S
BUSH'
CANNED FOODS

Florida
New Crop

VEGETABLE
SALE

ORANGES

ChW Hot
Light or Dark

Kidney Beans.
Great Northern, Pinto
and Fresh Blackeye Peas

99

AMC
CH0OrS

4 Lb.
Bag
Ruby Red

15-16
Oz.
Can

$1690

3 rot $1.00
lb 99C

Grapefruit
Red Seedless

Grapes

‘11.11111•111MMIIIIII\

f

--reit`ftl
0,

Polger's Special Roast

COFFEE
11.5 Oz Bag

$139

Tombstone

Ivory Liquid

DISH WASH

Kll ES
TAMAL

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI

PIZZAS

16 Oz. Can

2 Liter Bottle

12 Inch Original Crust

22 Oz. Bottle

79' 99' 2 I" 99'
For

IGA 32 oz.

9

Salad
Dressing

24 Pk.-12 Oz. Cans

ICA 2 Liter Bottle

Why Pay More 18

Pepsi
Products

Solt
Drinks

Corn
Flakes.

as.

WI

ro
POTATO CHIPS
Os Bag

Mai
()RANGE
JtiICE

tOnocaR
Minute Maid

'angry lack Asstd. Varieties

ORANGE JUICE

BISCUITS
10 Count Can

4 Roll Package

48 Oz. Bottle

$109

33C

Effective Dates:
Oci 13-19

64 Oz. Carton

HOMETOWN PR
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13ELA-AIR CENTER
South 12th Street (Hwy. 641 South • Murray)

J

L' LEVOLOR
Got Company
Coming?

'ffitis)

fAr

wow

SPRUCE UP
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS...

'
110r

Layaway Now For Christmas - FREE Gilt Wrapping

It s tea time with Wagner s & First Colony Teas at

The Panhandler

• Mari( I, 1" Mini
Blinds
• Riviera 1", 13/
8, 2" Blinds
• Monaco 1" Mini
Blinds
• Ovation 1" Mini
Blinds

Bel-Air Center

Suggested Retail

753-5679

PI708

CEVOLORD
FOREVE R
NEVE R V•I0R RV
WARRANTY

Murray Laundry Center
Bel-Air Center between Storeys & Murray Sewing

aaazi
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.
759-4979

Washers

Dry Cioaning • Coln Op-Laundry • Alterations

•

Mo
KO-n
renA
PAINTS

75° Per Load

South 12th St.
Murray, KY

=t10c
Laundry Service %n
lb.
Mon.-Sal. 7:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. 9 a.m.-10p.m.
759-2570
Owner: Kathy Coleman

LEVOLOR

34T" ANNIVERSARY SALE
HURRY!
Some Quantities
Are Limited

Layaway for
Christmas.
No Charge for
60 Days!

SINGER
SEWING MACHINES

--

,

Singer Uitralocit *
Machine Model14U32
3-thread overlock and flat lock
stitch•Simultaneously edgetrims fabric as rt sews•I-Iigh
speed overedge sewing•
up to 1300 stitches per minute
•F_xclusrve free-arm

We challenge you to find these
features at these prices!
L
1424

I

- .,- i
*
_

The Debutante Machine Model 9005
Sews 11 stitches•Easy threading
system•Built-in buttonholer
•Touch & Wind handwheel
deckiiching•Automatic bobbinwinder stop•Free-arm lot sewing cuffs and sleeves•Built-in
carrying handle

1111IL 1599.00

• .:-.....
1
-.....,....____ •0000.,,

1993 refrigerators30% more energyefficient than models
made three years ago.

•
i•
•
r

-

. , 26900

. -

I IP

The Stylist"
Machine Model 9217
Sews 23stitches.Exclusive sixsecond threading•Wind-in-place
bobbin•Free-arm tor sewing
cuffs and sleeves.One-step
buttonholer•Automatic tension
•Top cover storage•Built-in
carrying handle

MIIL 399.00

-WI

will*

• ---1
- (....)

,
'

_-A.
-"dm
---,J
'

159°°

Simper Mealtick Maelehte Medal14U34
Sews3-thread overlock and flat
lock stitch PIUS 4-thread mock
safely stitch•sewing
• Buill-in
NM•Sews tip101,300stitches
per minute•Singer-exckisive
free arm and lay-in threading
• Stash length adjuskrient conkola• Narrow rolled hh:mate
ndt
included• Carryirg

38800 34900

hiSL
679.00

Singer GassettussiLitok-6
Sews 10 stitches including
doubts chain-stitch;2-thread
wrapped edge and ovenxige;
3-thread Overlock,ftadock,
wrapped edge and ultra-stretch
mock sakity;4-thread safety •
and ultra-stretch mock safety;
5-thread saftritl•ute
Sews 1500
stitches per

1. 1

_;"d-f

1.

1 \, ......i
:,7

---

. ., . ,. ._.,., ._i 59900 1

i

........;.•-iw,..

LT
MSL 999.00

'The 0444liliUM'' CXL
State-of-the-art technology
•Over 300 built-in stitches
,.„ ., •Unique two-COlOr Stitching
a-R."11 •Built-in automatic block and
•,.-z-•
. -- i script alphabets and numbers
-4....
•60 mm wide stitch width
,...„ •Memory storage•Stnng'-aiong
'
stitching•Sideways sewing tot
__ _A.• """
mending•LCD display guides
Sews with hand.orfoot

=ney•

.--

MISL 1199.00
• Adiustabi• cantilever
glass shelves
• 'Solt Touch hard.
• Cnscar and sealed crape.
• 1.4oat drover with adelstobi• iernperatur• control
• Gabon door storage

18.6 Cu. ft.,
Al hostess rotngerator
reel ialasstable. Ail-width shelves and
CrINNW

• Adlustable glass shelves
• Acaustable door bons with
gadon storage
• Meat drawer, crisper
• All hosdass

t Total ospaoty Pncre show ar•lot IFNI* Colors. II assemble, we ortra. loornalum hook- up se *Elm Each of Si..,salwortiood ism yew*evalsble lot sew
as edvessed Most lame/ awe imereened n wevehouse Albs reasonable wo lor 6•1•••ry

_ _

ALL IN STOCK
C ABINETS

& CHAIRS
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1

i q

1 -41
1111111100

i
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200/0

0000 FREE Fabric
with Purchase

Singer Magic Presstronisa Press Model 1NP4
Gives proless•onal results• Saves time t-,',
pressing several layers simultaneOUSty
• Handles large bulky items easity•Ther
mostaticalty•controlled heating eisment sup
plies even heat to entire surface•Portable
and light•ght• Automatic shut oft hi Mute tor
safety

16909,-----___i

IISL
399.00

.

--

"a

Over 300 Models to Choose from • Shop Early for Best Selections

753-2310
Bel-Air Center • Murray • Mon.-Sat. 9-6

SINGER

APPROVED DEALER

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
13•4-Air Ctr. • Murray, KY / 753-5323 / Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Sun. 14
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Hours are
expanded
at offices

I BUNIS
Nortte

Murray State University students
are enjoying expanded access to
campus offices this semester.
Offices directly tied to student
services have expanded operating
hours by staying open until 6 p.m.
on Tuesdays. Regular business
hours for campus offices are 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
University officials will be documenting the usage of the offices
during the expanded hours of operation to see if the program needs to
be continued, according to Dr. Don
Robertson. associate vice president
for student affairs at Murray State.
Offices open until 6 p.m. on
Tuesdays include: admissions,campus recreation, cashier, continuing
outreach,
education/academic
cooperative education and placement,('urns Center office,financial
aid, food services, health services,
housing, learning center, scholarship office, student activities, student affairs, student organizations,
Trio and the university store.
The learning center is also open
Monday nights to 9.

Bike-A-Thon
for hospital
to be at Hazel
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital announced today that Ann
and Milton Stokes have agreed to be
the Coordinators of the St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital BikeA-Thon in Hazel on October 18, at
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
Church.
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital was founded by entertainer. Danny Thomas. The institution opened its doors to the public in
1962 to combat catastrophic diseases which afflict our children. St.
Jude Hospital is non-sectarian,
non-discriminatory, and covers all
costs of care beyond those reimbursed by insurance.
At Si Jude, scientists and physicians are working side-by-side
seeking not only a better means of
treatment, but also the causes,cures,
and prevention of these terrible
killers.
The Bike-A-Thou program this.
year is dedicated to seven-year-old
Shauna Richters. Shauna was diagnosed with Wilms' tumor, a malignant growth on her left kidney, in
December 1990. Surgery successfully removed the tumor, and
Shauna returns to St. Jude Hospital
every six months for check-ups. She
celebrated her last chemotherapy
treatment with a present she had
eagerly looked forward to: a new
bike. Shauna is a living example of
the successful research, patient care,
and educational programs made
possible by the Bike-A-Thon campaign at this internationally recognized Hospital.
We sincerely appreciate the concern that Ann and Milton Stokes
have for our work to help children
like Ryan,and we hope the citizens •
of Hazel will support the Bike-AThon on October 18,to help provide
the funds needed to preserve the
world's greatest asset "our child-

e*
4aeans
--*

Great Northern
or Pinto Beans

Coke, Diet Coke, Caffeine Free Diet Coke
or Mello Yello
24 Pk.
12 oz. Can

OCTOBER 1993

iJAE
NE 13 1415 16

Limit 3!!

18 19 MIMI

24 Pk. - 12 Oz. Can

c)

0

Spaghetti Sauce Pink Salmon
•Ibubler
$147
7
$12
R4
\
.
30 oz
Jar

M

J

,

Bob
Cornelkon

Coffee
g 1 47
13 oz
Can

1 4 4 Oz

PO
Mot

Can

Turner

Morton House

2% Milk
$1 97
fhi::/ •

Surf
Reg or w Bleach

Chili with Beans

Gal

'
1T_ATI' IIII iI I'JN,_1-4ZMI I 11
Fresh

Ground
Beef

Cooks
Shank Portion

Metzgers
Lean & Meaty

Pork
Spareribs

0

Rated:
A++ Superior

75324703

Reg. or A.D.C.

Plain Meat or Mushroom

Cs)

7

Folgers

Double Q

Ragu Traditional

Emge Smoked or Polish Sausage

PT4

27c

16 oz. Can

FOODS

1st place for raising the most
money: S50.00 savings bond, from
Dee's Bank - Hazel.
2nd - $20.00 cash - from Donnie
& Minnie Myatt.
3rd - $10.00 food certificate from Ann's Country Kitchen Hazel.

KY
FARM
BUREAU

Bush's

;;;;Isr-Ila

E

Fryer
Breast

19
Tombstone
Assorted Variety

Lb.

Pizza

$1 69 lb.

$
for

Golen Ripe

Bananas

Lb.$1
for

Yellow

Onions

67J?
Bag

Pink

Carrots

Grapefruit

4for I

4tor1
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London Winter Break
Program scheduled

Auk Giintsx.;FOP American Heart
CUR UFE
Association

B•11•Ni.G•0
1,) Murr.0 Shrine. Club

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

$2,800 Letter ti Jackpot!!!
• 1

The 1993 London Winter Break
Program, sponsored by the
Cooperative Center for studies in
Britain. provides Murray State University students the opportunity to
travel abroad and receive academic
or continuing education credit at the
same time. Courses in biology,
business, English, health care, history, legal education and theater
will be offered in the program.

1 00

,
C.11111'

N

• $.14 111

"II

!••

$281110!

• 1,..tter ll•
. 111 , ol

teopp.oloilion

II

.1 e,

1111111 lllll 111 $/0111

11,,111,1,. Bingo pay: 60';, 75',4

• 3 Spi.(1.11

and 90

National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 Narth, Murray. Ky.

Three hours of college credit is
available by combining this studyabroad program with special class
sessions or independent study at
Murray State preceding and/or following the travel portion of the
course. Participants will stay at the
four-star Grafton Hotel in central
London. Features of the program
Stratford,
to
trips
include
Stonehenge, Bath, Canterbury and
Dover, in addition to tickets to three
theatrical productions, including a
performacne by the Royal Shakespeare Company.
Participants will leave on Dec. 26
from Nashville and return on Jan. 8,
1994. The cost is $1,950 which
covers most expenses, excluding
evening meals.
Dr. Gary Hunt, Murray Slate's
Cooperative Center for Studies in
Britain (CCSB)campus representative, said the program is a good
experience for students because of
the excellent accommodations that
are provided and the program's
competitive price. "You get to stay
at a really nice hotel, visit places and
earn academic credit at the same
time. It gives students the opportunity to get a flavor of a foreign
culture."

GROCERY •
Hazel, KY (Hwy. 641) 492-8507
Open: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Ground Beef

$1.49 lb

Ground Beef Farnily Pack $1.39 lb
Field Deli

$1.59 lb

Bologna
Lettuce ll
Soft & Gentle
Bath Tissue 4 roll Pack
Pyramid

Cigarettes cm. ./co,p0,-,

690

Head

99c

$7.34

We Accept Food Stamps
We Give Quality Stamps
woopoom•••••

This year's program offers three
courses in business. Participants
enrolled in these courses are scheduled to visit the Bank of England,
Barclays Bank, Uoyds of London,
the Financial Times, the 'Baltic
Exchange. London Financial Futures Exchange, Parliament, in addition to other financial and trade
establishments. Business students
will have the chance to gain a better
knowledge of international business/finance by taking these
courses. Throughout the visits,
seminars and presentations take
place.
The London Winter Break Prog'

4
•

141's*tun
Goo I
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Small Business Center
at MSU receives grant
The West Kentucky Small BusiDevelopment Center, located
in the business building on the
Murray State University campus,
recently received a S151,400 grant
from the Small Business Administration and the University of
Kentucky.
Micky Johnson, district director
of the West Kentucky Small Business Development Center, said
$145,000 was given directly to the
University by the Small Business
Administration, and the other
$6,400 was subcontracted through
the University of Kentucky. In
addition, Murray State matched the
state grant with $68,000. The grant
from the SBA has been available
since 1982, and Johnson said the
center could not operate without it.
Grant monies are applied toward
operating expenses, travel and salaness

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
F or

our Comenience Niou Oilers

UPS Pick-Up
Fridas
Ship 11 eekli & Sass. inone.i

ENTER NOW!
The Holiday Cookbook
will be published
Thursday, November 18th
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Send your favorite recipes
before November 1, 1993 to
Murray Ledger & Times,
do Holiday Cookbook
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
Box
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Real Estate grant
received by MSU
Murray State University recently
received a S12,259 grant from the
Kentucky Real Estate Commission.
Dr. William Seale, director of the
real estate program at MSU,said the
money is used for salaries for real
estate teachers.
Murray State currently offers
three night classes and one day class
in the real estate program, which is
offered for adults in the region who
are pursuing careers in real estate.

- Pittman
Wheel Alignment
"Over 20 Years At Same Location"

•

•Each entrant may submit only one recipe per category. If more
than one entry is submitted by the same individual,for the same
category, one entry will be disqualified.
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•Each entry should be typedar printed on the front side ofa sheet
of paper or recipe card. One entry per card or sheet of paper. All
others will be disqualified.
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Categories Include
Appetizer, Bread, Salad, Main Dish and Dessert

Overall Winner Will Receive $35

El •

Category Winners Will Each Receive $10

Murray Ledger
& Times

QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires
Alignments • Brakes • Shocks • Struts
Suspension Service • Oil Changes & Lubes
Wrecker Service • Routine Service Work
"Stop by and see what new services
Pittman Wheel Alignment has to offer."
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Open Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

408 North 4th St., Murray
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ries -and fringe benefits for six
faculty members.
The West Kentucky Small Business Dei,eloprnent Center is one or
MSU's outreach programs, working
with the public as a free, confidential consulting service pertaining to
small business. Johnson said the
center works with retail, wholesale,
construction and manufacturing
companies in a variety of ways.
Mainly, the center helps businesses
with start-up work, but it also aids
businesses in the process of expanding or helps those failing business
turn around.
To reach the West Kentucky
Small Business Development Center call (502) 762-2856.
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Jane Hall, an Instructor in the department of accounting at Murray State
University, has received the 1993 Sigma Sigma Sigma Greek Adviser of the
Year Award from the sorority's national office in Oklahoma Qty. Two years
ago, Sigma Sigma Sigma established the award to honor a Greek adviser for
contributions to the Greek system on a campus *twirl a Tr1 Sig chapter is
located. Mona with a plaque, the Sigma Sigma Sigma Foundation has
presented a $500 grant in the name of Hall to Murray State's general
scholarship fund to be used for a campus educational program. Hall serves
as adviser of the Murray State Panhellenic Council, the group that governs
social sororities on campus.
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Completed applications should
be returned to the CCSB Center
Office: Dr. Michael Klembara,
Executive Director, CCSB, Northern Kentucky University, Nunn
Drive, Highland Heights, KY
41099. Applications may also be
returned to Dr. Gary Hunt, Dean of
the MSU College of Fine Arts and
Communication, room 305, Doyle
Fine Arts Building: or Dr. Ron
Cella,chairman of the MSU English
department, room 709, Faculty
Hall.

4,

•

•

Applications for the London
Winter Break Program are available
on the Murray State campus from
the offices of Dr. Gary Hunt, DT
Ron Cella and the Center for International Programs. Hunt and Cella
are Murray State's CCSB campus
representatives.
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Practicing attorneys may earn
Continuing Legal Education credits
awarded by the Kentucky Bar Association in a course offered for the
first time by CCSB. Participants of
this course will learn about the
British legal system, from its earliest beginnings to its comparison to
the present U.S. legal system.
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ram offers an English course in
literature this year. Participants
enrolled in this course will visit
famous London landmarks of English authors, including Westminster
Abbey,Covent Garden and Charles
Dickens' home.
Participants enrolled in health
care courses will have the opportunity to engage in comparative
studies of British and U.S. health
care delivery systems and radiologic imaging sciences. Chelsea
Hospital, Humana Hospital, Science Museum, Wellcome Museum,
Westminster Hospital and Nightingale Monuments are among the
scheduled visits.
The London Winter Break Program has offered theater courses for
over 12 years. Six plays will be
featured this year. In addition, a
backstage tour of Stratford-uponAvon and museum visits are
planned. Theater participants will
get a taste of Britain's rich dramatic
heritage. The theater class is open to
both students of theater and those
who simply like to attend theatrical
events. Also, adult students may
attend these programs on a noncredit basis.
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BPW celebrates
65th anniversary
Week Oct. 17-23.
This year marks the 65th annual celebration of National Business Women's Week (NBWW)

Murray BPW has planned two
events'to recognize National Business Women's Week. Activities
scheduled during the week
Include:
*Prayer Breakfast at 7:30 a.m.,
Sunday. Oct. 17, at Shoney's
Restaurant.
LETA DECKER
Betty Boston, an investment
broker for Hilliard-Lyons and a equity and economic selfBPW member, will give the sufficnincy for working women.
devotion.
Murray BPW vice president
A highlight of the breakfast Faye Rogers said all women are
will be the naming of Murray invited to attend these events.
BPW's 1993 Worno of the Year.
"Any business or professional
•Dinner meeting at 6 p.m., Amman is encouraged to attend,"
Thursday, Oct. 21, at Seven Seas Rogers said. "These events are
Restaurant.
held to encourage all career
Guest speaker Leta Decker will women in Murray to emphasi -e
speak about the BPW/KY Found- the increasing importance of
ation. Decker is the current chair women to thc nation and its busiof the foundation. A resident of ness and professional life. We
Owensboro, she has held numer- particularly stress the elevation of
ous offices and chairmanships at the standards 'for business and
the state, regional and local professional women."
levels.
Since 1928, the third full week
The foundation was established
..October has been observed as
in 1984 by the Kentucky FederaNational Business Women's
tion of Business and Professional
Week by the National Federation
Women's Clubs, Inc. Its mission of Business and Professional
is to promote full participation.
Women.
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walnuts with friends.
James Eric Davis and three

New gun control ordinance
creates concern in Lexington

friends .were walking on a secluded road about a quarter-mile

trom his home when they came
upon two boys walking toward
them.
One of them, the 12-year-old,
held a .22-caliber rifle and fired

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - nance requires a five-day waiting

Attempts to adopt a gun-control period before a person can purchordinance in Lexington have
stalled because of concerns about
a conflict with a state law.
A committee of the Urban
County Council met Monday to
discuss the measure, but several
members expressed -concern that
such a law would be legal since a
1984 state law prohibits a city or
urban county government from
enacting laws regulating the
transfer, ownership and possession of firearms.
First District Councilman
Michael Wilson has proposed
that Lexington enact a gun law
similar to the one approved
recently in Louisville. That ordi-

ase a firearm, which enables
police to run a background check
on the buyer.
Although a lawyer who
researched and drafted the Louisville measure said Lexington
could pass a gun-control law and
not violate the state law, there
were many skeptics who seemed
interested in addressing'the problem of juveniles with guns.
Committee Chairman Chuck
Ellinger suggested that the discussion be continued until a committee studying juvenile crime
releases its report and
recommendations.

It'
'I saw the kid point the gun
right at us and then I heard a shot

and saw Eric grab his stomach
and say, 'I'm hit,' "said Kenny
Knipper, 13. "Eric stumbled
around a few times, fell to the
ground and started (vomiting)
blood."
The two groups knew each
other from school but were not
friends. James was in the eighth
grand and the 12-year-old was in
the sixth grade at _Harrison
Middle School,
The 12-year-old appeared in

West Wood Party Block
Remember... Don't Drink and Drive!!
'E&J BrandYN In The Party Block (sinknon so)
Gallo White
Zinfandel
$16.55)
$8.13i - Kegs In Stock 15 L $6.97
Sutter Home
Gallo White
Grenadine

Michelob
6 Pk.

White Zinfandel
„L

$7.53

$6.97'
'
E&J Brandy
rs t $17.63
Gallo

Sauvignon
N
[E&J Gallo
Blanc
Chardonnay
15L
71...
Calvert Gin
EIJ Gals
175 L
Cabernet Seuvigrusrt

$6.97

$4.27,,

Bud 8
Bud Light

Case

Andre
Champagne

Large
Shrimp

(
jack Daniels
Black
L

175L

$10.99

/Chivas RegalN

$19.38,
Canadian Mist
\I 75 L

$13.99,

Seagram's 7

$15.99

„

E&J Gallo
White Grenadine
rso ml

?so -r

$6.99

Srnimoff
100 Proof

$3.53

Old
Milwaukee
12 P.

$5.17

7... $3.53
Sandeman
Porto Reserve

Miller
Lite
12 Pk.

71. ol.

$7.52
Zima
6 Pk.

$14.80

Sahants Pato

$15.86,

Jack Daniels
Green
Half
Lobster

i rs

$11.98

l

Oysters

„L

901-642-7714

Prices Good Thru
October 10th

$14.0;

DISCOUNT BY THE CAW

-

(

$15.42

C,01(1 Smuggler
1.
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Adult Dinners, Catfish or Icelandic Cod, starting at $4.96
• Up To Our All-You-Can-Eat Dinners For $7.96
Dinners served with old-fashioned white beans, slaw, potatoes, and
the best hushpuppies you ever put in your mouth'

hooking parties for all occasions.
Highway 68 in Aurora • 474-2202

Now

CHIROPRACTIC
FOR BEITER HEALTH
DR. 3fARY BROERINGMEYER
CIIIROPMCFOR-

CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME

$500
each

unit

Off

99
$c
iv

bundle

$17.95

Open S a.m..11 p.m

Mon.-flat.

Fiberglass
Tub/Shower
Units
-

32" wide '75
36" wide '79

12 $119.00

Chateau
Meyney '86
750 ml

#1 $179.00

Tuck's Has The
Biggost Soloction
And Bost Pricos
For Doors In
Mr Area.

_L

$8.81
$9.70,

753-2962

$18.99
$20.99

George Duboeui
Moulin-A-Vent

7511 ml

-Chiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94

Reg. Price

Sizes
Up to 6'
Up to 8'

$16.75,

Chateau Mire?
'90 Bordeaux

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer

with this dcf

Bon Clime?
Chardonnay

750 ml

drawing, gardening, food preparation, playing the piano, knitting. etc
We an.. quite experienced in diagnosing and treating the problem.

#1 Celotex
Fiberglass
20 yr. Strip Shingles

Au

7s...

an excellent chance for complete
relief.
Usually, the condition develops
when daily activities keep your wrists
bent Mr prolonged periods. Such
tasks are typically: Writing, typing.

You may first notice numbness or
tingling in one of your hands. As time
goes by your condition may become
painful. You may find it more difficult
to do simple tasks that involve your
fingers and hands. Eventually, the
tingling or pain in your hand may
awaken you at night. If you experience these symptoms, you may be
suffering • from carpal tunnel
syndrome.
Named after the part of your hand
where the disorder originates, this
condition affects women 2 to 5 times
more frequently than men. It strikes
most often in your dominant hand.
Even with severe symptoms, there is

Closet Organizers

$8.82,,

Cold Weather Just Around The
Corner - Buy Now & Save"

•,

Wallpaper & Borders
Excellent Selections

Fiberglass Insulation
3'/x15'

$12.99

$1 99

Rol

_
,:nsagv._•isox13
r•

& up

$16.51

Double Rolls

MORI Pinot Noir

no a

$7.99,
Asphalt
Driveway
Sealer

E&J Golfo
Chardonnay
11 L

$7.72

899

E&J Gallo
Cabernet
Sauvignon
is L

TUCK'S

$7.72

West Wood Street
liwy. 54 & 69
Paris, TN

-am

-

- Our Specialty

Fall Spruce-Up Sale

odgas Coy. Merioi

(

$15.42i

Dawsons
Scotch

$4.76, $4.570.,

901-642-7366

ne m

$20.54,

Highland "N
Drummer
[is i

WEST WOOD WAREHOUSE
PARTY BLOCK

$8.96

(Ushers Scotch

Whole
Lobster

1

Codtbum's
Porto Reserve

$23.21

(Jack Daniel"
Black

$5.99

WEST WOOD
WINES &
LIQUORS

mt

115 L

ml $13.36,

EL Gallo
White Zinfandel

1,0 rn I

Smintoff
80 Proof

$4.27/

71. H.

$28.51

La

$9.85

Burnetts Vodka

(

$2.99

Announcing
Winter Hours
Thursday-Saturday
4-9 p.m.
Sunday Noon-8 p.m.

Fish Dinners

6 Panel Metal
Door Units
7„ rn

$12.99 $7.99

S lU K%NI
(Formerly Sue & Charlie's)

Harrison County Juvenile (Awn
om Monday. lie was released to
the cuswdy of his mother, said
Harrison County attorney 'Bill
Probus.
The boy, whose name was not
released because he is a Juvenile,
will not be tried as an adult.
"It wasn't a vicious crime, as
Ian as we know,".said .Cynthiana
Police Chief Bob Barkley. "The
kid is 12 years old and he's shot
and killed someone. He's scared
to death. We don't think we need
to keep him in custody."
Harrison County Sheriff Bruce
Hampton said autopsy evidence
indicated that the bullet might
have ricocheted.
"We're still investigating it
but as of right now the evidence
is learning towards accidental,"
he said.

Crab
Legs

$9.65„

is L

For further information, Call 753-5755.

Youngster charged with
death of 15-year-old boy

parties and_adult_ tun,lions Well manneled and charming. thes_ are also
highls original thinkers Wise parents will not laugh at their das dreams
These tle'. et I ihras has: a knat k tor making then dream, tome trft
Frier-Kik and genenins. the are blessed with mans triends and tilt1111Tel,
CYNTHIANA. Ky. (-AP)-- -A
lhrrr skills as
1111iii‘
Thel.
-ITITYW-hOW tTflTakTlticrrpolflrwlttlout all
12-year-old boy was 'charged
a mediator are a hir plus in the business S.LOrld

• AV1i

This spacious family home features 4 bedrooms.3V2 be hs, with open,
light & airy iniertor-chiidren could have upstairs level with their own
study & den Storage and closet space gaiorel
The home is situated on a nice landscaped lot in Southwest Villa with
adjacent lot available, rf desired Back yard fenced for small children or
pets

created to encourage a nationwide salute to the achievements
of all working women.
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FOR SALE BY OWNER

The Murray chapter of the
Business and Professional
Women will commemorate
National Business Women's
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Discount
Paneling

• Plywood • Kitchen Cabinets • Doors • Showers • Bath Vanities
Suppiisis • Nails • Wallpaper
• Lumber • Lighting • Toilets • Plumbing

411
M-F 7 30-5 30

5

Sat 7:30-3:00

TN
Hwy. 45E • One Mlle South of Downtown Martin,
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Precautions
given in case
of earthquake
If the cash suddenly starts to
shake, folks immediate reaction
should be to "Dunk, cover and
hold." Earthquake Preparedness
Week 93--Octoba 24-30--is a good
opportunity to review the steps to
take when an earthquake happens.
After all, Kentucky and the central
U.S. are in an earthquake-prone
area.
'If you are in your home, at
school or at work, you should get
under a heavy table or desk and hold
onto the legs to keep it from moving
away from you. lino table or desk is
available, sit next to an inside wall
and cover your head and neck until
the shaking stops,lithe building has
been seriously damaged, carefully
evacuate after the shaking stops,
watching for haz.ards along the way
like dangling ceiling fixtures.
•If you're outside when an earthquake happens, don't run into a
building. Move quickly away from
overhead wires or utility poles,
crouch down and wait out the
'quake.
•If a tremor happens while driving, pull to the side of the road,away
from utility lines and poles and if
possible, stay in your car and wait
for the shaking to stop. If you drive
on, watch for dangers along the road
like broken pavement or toppled
signs and poles.
•11 you smell gas inside a building, turn it off at the main valve and
leave the building. Let the gas
company turn it back on. Turn off
electricity at the main switch if you
think there could be danger from
exposed wires or short circuits.
*Look for injuries among family
members, co-workers or others and
tend to them, if you are qualified, or
contact the necessary emergency
medical help. Phone lines are likely
to be jammed with emergency calls,
so don't use the telephone unless
absolutely necessary. Turn on a
portable radio to get emergency
information.
Be ready for after shocks. They
arc almost certain to happen.

Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
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FREE,
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Fundraising
events to be
by sorority
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority at
Murray State University will sponsor the second annual All Greek
Competition Oct. 14-15, to raise
money for the sorority's philanthropic organization, the Ronald
McDonald House in Albuquerque,
N.M.
Stacy Bamfield, philanthropic
chairman for Alpha Delta Pi, said
the events are held in hopes of
supporting Greek unity on campus.
However, she said all Murray State
students are invited to participate in
the pie-in-the-face and penny wars
Thursday,Oct. 14,from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., next to the Curris Center.
All Greek Competition will be
held from 3 to 5 p.m., Friday, Oct.
15, on the intramural fields near
Winslow Cafeteria. An entry fee of
$30 will be charged for each participating fraternity and sorority.
Barnfield said 17 fraternities and
sororities are scheduled to participate in the events, which include:
chair relays, bat spins, chubby bunnies, waterballoon tosses and an
MTV lip service.
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With the flu bug making early
news in some parts of the country
this year, many Kentuckians arc
wondering if and when they should
get a flu shot.
Kentucky Department for Health
Services officials say that several
groups of "high-risk" people should
have the shots. Those people
include anyone with chronic heart,
lung or kidney disease or diabetes,
as well as nursing home residents.
Plus, anyone older than age 65,
regardless of their health, should be
immunized. Physicians, nurses and
other health care professionals who
have contact with high-risk patients
should also have a flu shot.
Although nearly anyone who
wants to prevent catching the flu can
get a shot, health officials recommend the immunizations particularly for high-risk groups because of
the possibility of dangerous complications for elderly or chronically ill
people.
"Elderly people and those with
chronic diseases are more likely to
come down with potentially lifethreatening complications, such as
pneumonia," said Clarkson Palmer,
M.D., the department's communicable disease branch manager.
"People in high-risk groups need
a flu shot every year." he said.
Palmer says that the best time to
get the shot for maximum protection
is now through early November.
"Although flu season in some
areas is beginning earlier than usual,
flu cases will inevitably be around
well into January and February," he
said. "In fact, flu season can linger
into March,so it's important to have
the protection for as long as possible."
Flu shots are available from private physicians and through local
health departments. Kentuckians
who plan to get their shots from the
health department in their county
should call to schedule an appointment.
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The fall semester at Murray State
University is nearing the mid-way
Point.
With that comes several important dates for students:
October 28
The last day to drop any fullsemester course. Students who drop
a class by this date will receive a
grade of "W" and receive no penalty. Students who withdraw completely from Murray State after the
tIct. 28 deadline will receive grades
of "WP" (withdraw passing) or
"WE"(withdraw failing). Oct. 28 is
also the last day to change any fullsemester course frOm credit to audit.
Drop/add cards must have full
signatures of the student's adviser
and the teacher of the course.
October 29
Classes will he dismissed for fall
break.
November I
Associate and baccalaureate degree applications for May 1994
graduation arc due in Admissions
and Registrar's Office. Nov. 1 is
also the priority deadline to submit
application for admission to Murray
State for the spring 1994 semester in
order to preschedule classes.
November 15
Advanced scheduling begins for
1994 spring semester. Scheduling
is planned from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and 8
a.m. to 3 p.m. on Friday. Students
schedule according to assigned
times based on classification.
November 19
Students dropping any second
half-semester course must do so by
today. Students who drop by Nov.
19 will receive the grade of "W".
Nov. 19 is also the deadline to
change any second half-semester
course from. credit to audit.
November 24
Classes will be dismissed for
Thanksgiving.
NOV eivIber 29
Classes .resume.
December 10
Last day of classes of the fall
semester.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
*Clean, Dependable Cars
•Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.

753-4461
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010
020
025
030
040
050

'St I ‘111- \
Legal Notice
Nonce
Personal.
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Loin & Found

070

Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare

410

Public Sale

640

For Trade

Wanted
Business Opporturuty

660

Free Column

Instruction

570

Wanted

Situation

090

1,00*
110

230
250
290
530

MISt ELLANEOL S

‘11.1 (11 %II 'Si
060

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
sl• !It It F

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry • Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

.

1•94
Notice

\
\
470
Motorcycle,.
480............Auto Senoces
485 , . ... .. Auto Parts
490
Used Cars
495
Vans
SOO
Used Trucks
510
Campers
520
Boat" & Motor.

Cabinet its "Report of Property Presumed Abandoned'
on which my name was reported as having funds in
the amount of $
Please consider this letter as my request for payment and remit to my address
listed below.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
BANK OF MURRAY
P.O. BOX 1080
MURRAY,KY
42071-1080
Rick Fisk. $94.86
Mclodee Fisk. $94.86
Tyrone Gulden, $200.00

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6.75%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years

100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

1
-j1glgDuckling

t1.112331121133311
Locations

Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'I?.
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 •A N. Best A- or As. rated*
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky for over SO years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free
1-800-455-4199

270

While Homes For Sal.
For Selo Or Liars

365

..... .... Business Rentals

420 ..

310

Want To Rent

320

Apartments For Rent

330

Rooms For Rant

440

Lota For Sale

340

Houses For Rant

450

Farms For Sale

.360

For Rent or Lease

460

Hornes For Sale

430

.. Homo Latins
.

. Real Estate

120
130
140 ..
150
155
160
165
170
180 •
196
200
210
220
240
260
380

511..111 11.t‘lils4
Computers
For Salo Or Trade
Want To Boy
Art2cles For Sal.
Appliance*
Horne Furnislunis
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Ft re wood
M uincal
Alibrellanoous
T
& Radio
Pete & Supplies

MUMS FOR SALE l3eauti1141 colors From Murray
take 94W to Thurman
Road. turn right, 1st house
On right 435-4020
STRESSED OUT? Theraputic massage relieves
tension, relaxes sore muscles. assists weight loss,
and improves health Call
Dave Estes 753-3801
$35/11r. house calls only
Licensed Massage
Therapist
VACATION Dream Cash
Earn at home $200 to $500
weekly stuffing envelopes
For information Send
SASE to Vacation Dream
Cash. PO Box 224, McKenzie. TN 38201
VIDEO Production SpecialDes has been preserving
memories since 1984 You
can have YOUR home movies slides, or photos
transferred to videotape
with confidence Call
Donna Darnell 759-9246

FOE LEASE
Retail Space
2,000 sq. ft.
Bel Air Center
Call 753-4751

xxxxxxxxxxx x
ADULT
x
BOOK STORE

raiiitaiiittiALLBALea
, Display Ads
$8.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
UPI Diessoist lad ten
am Dream ad lbw
3 Ads Man Ras Wane S Dey Paned>
II 74 per minim tent emirs fir Timiday(3imi
pmgCvit

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum lst
day. Si per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(1\tes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A 62.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.

260

1161
fiolp
Wanted

Noes
Furnishings

Ns*
Wonted

LOST Keys with large LOOKING for 2 people
that
shiny save! ring Reward' would like a career
oppor753-7124 after 5pm
tunity in sales with a local
well established firm
060
Please mail your resume
Help
to PO Box 1042, Murray.
Wanted
KY 42071
43 PEOPLE needed to lose MEAT department emweight now' Totally new ployee needed, pan time
breakthrough product Apply in person at Save-ANatural
1 00%
Lot Grocery Store, So 12th
502-569-1701
NEED extra money for
CO you need a GED? Do Christmas? Join our corn
you need hope for the fu- party today Earn $6 to $8
ture and help to get a solid an hour Be your own boss
career? We have 22 JOB Call
today
openings for people 16 trim 1-800-FOR AVON
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Frye days a week
Brittha yen
between 800arn-3 00pm
of Benton
We are an EOE The pro
pact is funded by the West
Accepting
applicaem Kentucky Private In
tions for full time
dustry Council JTPA
RN/MDS Coordinator. M-F position and
EASTSIDE BP, 119 E
Full-Time LPN 10-6
Main. part time help Apply
in person No phone calls
shift. Excellent benefits and competitive
EXPERIENCED cook tor
salary. If interested
morning & afternoon shift
apply at Britthaven.
Apply in person at
Hwy. 641 South,
Granny's. 1006 Chestnut
acrou from Wal-Mart
Murray
between 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
HAIRDRESSER wanted
Mon -Fri.
for booth rental Call Hair
EOE
Work & Golden Image, ask
II for Joyce 753-7455

SERVERS, bartender 3M compatible computer. TWIN mattress, good conneeded Apply Green software. $450 obo Cal dition, best offer Spiegel
'Dream' full feather bed.
Turle Bay in Grand Rivers 753-5350
cover (bone) new. $75
140
362-4444
after
Call Becky
753-8607 after 5pm
Want
5pm
To Buy
WANTED barmaids wait
resses & dancers, $500 ANTIQUES by the piece or
plus weekly Doll House collections Call 753 9433
SANDBLASTING mobile
Paris
Tn after 5pm
Cate
prompt service Cal
901-6424297 7pm 2arn
CASH paid for good used 753 8756
WANTED babysitter for 7yr rifles shotguns and ors
& 5yr old, every other tols Benson Sporting
Heavy
weekend 436-5066
Goods 519 S 12th
Equipment
Murray
WANTED Fraternity house
28FT Case Fork Litt 71
cook Will be responsible
Ford. 1 ton. new 220 Slip
for fixing breakfast & lunch
electric motor 492-8516
for 20-25 people. Monday
thru Friday Call Alpha
10',, FT brake, Pro Two for
Gamma Rho 759-9011
vinyl siding 436 2701
WANTED R & B female
2 ROOMS of good carpet
singers to form a group
for sale tan in color Call FOR sale or trade Ducks
Must be over 18 and know
759 1048
Unlimited S K B Mode
ledgeabie of some musical
skills Call 901-644 1791
2 WHEEL trailer, ideal for 1900 12ga automatic, special engravings, 28' vent
hauling 4 wheelers
WILDLIFE/
barrel! with 3chokes, beau753-6122 days Sam 8pri
CONSERVATION JOBS
tiful wood, gold trigger, new
Game wardens, security BOGARD trucking and ex- in box $625 negotiable
maintenance, etc No rasp cavating, Inc We haul top Call 753-7668 days
necessary Now hiring For sod, gravel, fill dirt, white
210
info
more
call rock, rip rap 759-1828
219-794-0010 ext 7159.
CEMETARY LOTS 4 in
Firewood
8am-8pm. 7 days
Murray. Ky, Memorial Gar
A FIREWOOD for sale
$ 1 000
dens
070
437 4667
502 247-7429
Dorneedc

LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS No exp necessary
Now hinng US Cutcan, Offers, Etc For into call (219)
794-0010 ext 3007 earn to
8pm 7 days

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569

Rear of Doll
X
House

Attention Murray!

Novelties & Movies X
X
Hwy. 79
Paris, Tenn.
X
XXXXXXXXXXX X

Start $11 41Air •benefits
Yoe applicatam it info .call
14216)-3244604 ism.to
10 pm , 7 days.

POSTAL JOBS

ARE YOU...
Aired and run down
having difficulty sleeping
chromatin Mck
having problems controlling your
degreased
weight

YES?
Lit the ALTERNATIVE WEALTH CENTER be the avower ler yes!
We offer. unique and progressive approach to health and wellness
that time natural. nontoxic remedies Metal feneulas Oriental
medicines. and nutritional evaluation
•Allorpos
•ld ignii nee •Depreesion
*AIDS
'High Bleed Premium
.11d 9
*Chronic Infections
*Asthma
•Parkinesn's Charm
•Haert MINIMS
•Thyroid Problems
*Center
Learn the value at nutritional. and NATURAL therapies.
Try•FREE rust with this ad. Tures no obligation_ For home.,
reliable mowers Wall your health needs,don't wait. Call TODAY
8BS-8682

The Murray Board of Education is currently
accepting applications for the following position:
rt.INICAL NURSING POSITION
The Calloway County Health Center has
two challenging positions open in the clinical setting. Both offer the registered nurse an
opportunity to work in the areas of promotion of health and prevention of disease.
One position is full-time while the other is
part time. If you would like to learn more,
contact Sharon Godec,R.N., Nursing Director, Purchase District Health Department at
(502) 247-1490. Resumes do not substitute
for completed applications. Transcripts are
required. Applications may be picked up at
the Calloway County Health Center, 7th and
Olive, or any local health center. E.E.O.C.

s %Li si

2115 Mobile Home Lou For Rent

/

America's Second Car

Homes Par Rent

t•••1 511.

300

Loa
And Found

Monthly income
available'
100% reinsured'

2110

RI'

HI\t ‘I

OSO
Nonce

AURORA Pizza Magic GeABANDONED PROP- nuine hand tossed pizza
ERTY-If your name is on fresh salads sandwiches
the following list, write the gyros Open all yew at
company listed above your 5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119
name to obtain your prop- Tues
1 800-649 3804
erty.
Contact the company DON'T miss the exciting &
before November 1 or the scary spook room at the
company is required to turn Hitching Post in Aurora
over your money or other Sign up for the drawing for
items to the Revenue Cabi- scarecrow The Hitching
Post, Hwy 68, Aurora
net as being presumed aban- Open
daily 9am-5pm
doned.
DRY
clean
your carpet, rent
If the company has already turned your money the fast & easy Host Dry
Cleaning System Call to
over to the state, the comreserve a Host Machine at
pany should refund your Black's Decorating
Center,
money to you and seek re- 701 S 4th St Phone
imbursement from the state. 753-0839
The following letter is a
I am looking for a gentlesample you may wish to use
man that helped me on
in writing the company to 09/02/93 when I
tel at a
obtain your property.
local grocery store in MurSUBJECT: CLAIM OF
ray. KY Please contact my
ABANDONED
husband, Harvey Rambo at
436-2915 any day before
PROPERTY
Sam or after 9pm Thank
Gentlemen:
Your company filed with you so much for helping
the Kentucky Revenue me, you were very kind

\il'

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

020

010

Advertisers are requested to check the
that insert oftheir ads tor any error.
The Murray Ledpr & Those will be
reeponalle for only one incorrect MeerLion. Any error should be reported
isnaredialay No carnations can be
made

753-1916

SARNI/Its MAIIKEI
190
370
390
400 .

ADJUSTMENT'S

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are I days in advance and are as follows
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

Master Card

Special F,ducation Instructional Aide
All day for the remainder of the 1993-94 school
year. Ability to work with special needs students in
school and community setting. Desirable to have
CDL license.
Interested persons should submit an application to:
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTN: Dr. Robert Lewis

REGISTERED
NURSES
We're growing and so is
our need for nurses.
Current Openings:
Med-Surg. all shifts
Critical Care Unit
House Supervisor

LPN: needed for CCU.

NIGHT manager trainee
position available for full
service video super store 5
nights per week, some
Sunday's 25 plus hours
per week, pay dependent
on capabilities and experience Apply in person 702
N 12th, Murray 753-4663
PART time positions for
general office work & sales
Apply in person Oakwood
Studio, Dixieland Shopping
Center. Murray
PART time lob, 20-30 hours
per week, cleaning. raking,
mowing, general handy.
work 753-2339.
PART time sales clerk position available, retail expenence preferred Apply at
Mr Tuxedo, 304 E Main St
PERSONAL aide, room,
board, $200 week cleared
388 2641
PHARMACY Technician,
full time. :experience preferred Send resume to PO
Box 1040 C Murray, KY
42071
POSITIONS available, persons to prepare income tax
returns We will train Seasonal ernploymnet Call
753-9204 or 437-4531
POSITION available Full
time person to train as assistant manager Must
have neat appearance Be
able to talk to people, expenence with furniture and
electronics a plus Must be
physically capable to make
deliveries Apply in person,
702 N 12th. Murray
753-4663

& Childcare

ATTENTION working parents( Can take tour children for after school care I'm
a Christian woman with
good references Prefer
children that get out of
school between 2 30 3pm
Please call 759-9739
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
penenced. references Call
Linda 759-9553
WILL babysit in my home
References supplied
753-6936

HC HENRYCOUNTY
M C MEDICAL CENTER

ALTERATIONS and repars Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew.
Country Square. 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING robs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
100
Business
Opportunky
BEST VENDING opportunity there is' Call
1-800-858-3933 24 Hrs

OPPORTUNITY' Opportunity' Opportunity' If you
want to be in business serving the automotive field
have the knack for working
with your hands & are sen
ous about your own future,
SAFETY Advisor. then you should investi$2150/mo Company will gate Water Doctors Intertrain Call Mon -Fri, national of Kentucky &
Southeast Indiana
9am-1pm
only
502-4992057
615-399-8269

The Western KY Regional MH/MR Bd., Inc.
has the following positions available in the
14Ft/DD program of the agency: Full-time/
Part-time personal care/hpmemaker providers to serve clients with mental retardation
and developmental disabilities. Qualifications: H.S. grade or equivalent, 18 years of
age, prefer experience. Minimum salary:
$5.36 per hour. Send resume to: Dana
Wrinkle, Homemaker/Personal Care Supervisor, Western KY Regional MH/MR Bd., Inc.,
1400 N.C. Mathis Drive, Paducah, KY 42001.
Applications accepted until position filled.
EOE
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r
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CONTACT:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
Henry County Medical Center
301 Tyson Avenue
Paris, Tn 38242

(901) 644-8256

CHEST of drawers with
mirror, entertainment cen
ter. sofa/sleeper, 2 chrome
tables, large old round table
with rolled feet 345-2749

PON lOOP I (WC:AN JAI ,ON
Boa 1013 Murray

oount
Supplies
DbieleadCader'Murray
Met-Sat.
k
GOOD used wood furnace
will heat up to 10 room
house Call Robert Wiggins
753 4566 between
9am 5prn

Mobile
Homo For Root
2 & 3BR Grogan & Mobile
Home Village Appliances
& water furnished Cole
man RE 753-9898
2BR, unfurnished, central
ha. $200/mo plus deposit
No pets 4742100
MOBILE home for rent, references required
436 2162
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
290
Nesting
And Cooling
NEW condition 7/. ton
Trane heat & air unit
accept bids 753-1300, at
ter 7pm 489-2116

4 CAR garage with office &
paved lot 753 4509
800-2200S0 ft Coleman
RE 753-9898
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
310
Went
To Rent

220
/Aisical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

BAHAMA CRUISE' 5
daysNt nights, underbooked' Must Sell'
$279/couple Limited tickets (407) 767-8100 ext
4395, Mon Sat 9am-lOpm
250
Business
Services
K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436 6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Ws
12x50, APPLIANCES. wrd
hookup, new underpinning,
plumbing, wiring & floor
Kyle 653-4802 or
653-2951 business

WANT to rent 2,3,or 4br
mobile home or house
Reasonable 762-4794

1BR furnished apt, partial
utilities paid No pets
Miller Ave
1604./7
753-0932 or 753-5898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR apt with garage with
automatic door opener, disposal dishwasher. wrd
hookup 753-7688 days.
759-4703 nights
28R duplex with carport
Lease No pets References
$425 /rno
753-7457
28R duplex, like new. appliances furnished,
$400rmo Security deposit
required 753-6654 days,
435-4480 nights

28R townhouse, 1'/, bath,
deck all appliances includ12x60 28R. central HrA. ing washer & dryer, dishwasher. Ceiling fans Free
appliances $5000
HARDWOOD flooring
lawn care Available
759-4414
$1 29 per sq ft Also kiln
November 1 $435/mo
dried lumber Delivered 12x60 UNFURNISHED, Coleman RE 753-9898
502 526-2824
except appliances. 2br gas
heat, central air, redecor- EMBASSY 2br, central
NEW metal siding & roof
gas appliances furnished
ated
inside and out
ing Cover 36' cut to length
Also studio apt 1602 Olive
759-1199
in 10 colors galvanized
Colentan RE 753-9898
and galvalume Secondary 14x65 3BR, $4000 obo
MUR-CAL Apartments now
available 489-2722 or Must be moved 489-2507
accepting applications for
489 2724
1470. 3BR,
bath all 1 2 and 3br apartments
NOW open Creative Sew- electric. central hrs, utility Phone 759-4984 Equal
ing. 400 N 8th Wed & Thur. pole included 759-1713
Housing Opportunity
8 30am-2 30pm, Fri
CHAMPION
1993
16x80
NEW super spacious 2br
8 30am-12pm Sewing, minor alterations, sewing ma- 3br, ?bath. island kitchen, duplex in quiet wooded
chine repairs Sell western oak cabinets, vaulted ceil- area 753-4573
ings, extra isulabon, central
made dusters 753-9429
hia, vinyl siding, shingled NICE brick duplex 2br,
ROUND trip plane ticket roof, underpinning custom central hrs, appliances
direct to Tampa from Nash built, owner works for furnished Coleman RE
vile 10/26prn to 10/31pm Champion Homes Located 753-9898
$200 or best offer Call Coach Estate $26.500
NOW taking applications
435-4027
759-2507
for Section Blow rent hous
SMALL wood desks CONCRETE runners, gut- mg Apply in person at
39"x21', many to choose ters, downspouts, plastic Southside Manor, 906
from in light & dark finish, ground cover and central Broad St Extended be
$25rea See at 4th & Elm St air comes with all of our tween 8am 12noon No
or call 753-7668 days
double wades The best at phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
USED office furniture affordable prices Dinkins
Mobile
Homes,
Inc.
2427
E
desks chairs & file ca
TAKING applications for
I:inlets See at 405 So Ith St Wood St, Paris, TN section 8 rent subsidized
1-800
642
Champ4891
or call 753-7668 days
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedion's *2 Single Lot Dealer- rooms, handicap accessiWHEAT straw, $1 25/bale ship in North America
ble Equal Housing Oppor489-2436
tunity Apply Hilldale Apts
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
Hardin, Ky or call
Home
home electric services 200 502-4374113
Furnishings
amp $375 100 amp $325
340
435-4027
BACK In Bueln•ss
Nouns
George Hodge 806 Col- CUSTOM order or buy your
For Raid
dwater Rd Used furniture & home from stock One of
appliances -Will sell or the Southeast's largest & 313R house, with 16s24'
buy- Also furniture hand oldest dealerships of qual- finished building in
rest,
refinished
ity built, energy efficient gas central h/a, low indite',
manufactured homes. quiet residential Circwame
FURNITURE arid Tv. Ethan
Dinkins Mobile Homes. Inc, subdivision. Stove, refrigerAllen furniture, end tables,
Lake Hwy 79E, Pans, TN ator, dishwasher, washer di
stereo cabinet, dinette
1-800-642-4891
dryer furnished. $550/mo,
table and mates chars.
Mese II deposit required
king size waterbed. Zenith
MOBILE home for sale or Call 753-8809
20" stereo N 437-4215
trade 12x65, 2br, 1 bath,
MATCHING couch & char, stove refrigerator & air 4-5BR, available Nov 1,
Mese & security deposit
$120 753-7763 after conditioner. $4000 obo
required 753-4109
Cal 753-7668 days
530m
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NICE 2br home, lakeview.
wrap wound deck, 1 bkick
from boat ramp, fishing,
swimming area Minutes
from Murray in extra nice
subdivision $425/rno Cal
527-9639
SPACIOUS raze 2br frame
house, 1 mile east of Murray Large LFI & kitchen.
utility room. 2 fireplaces.
wage, $35Cvmo plus deposit. 1yr lease 753-0089
360

CREEKVIEW Self storeae
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units aval
able Call 753-2905

livestock
Supplies

wan & Mobile
pi Appliances
rnahed Cole3-9898

-lashed, central
o plus deposit
'4-2100

re for rent, re
required

ks 2 or 31or,
is Walking dis
age 753-5209

ming
Cooling

itin 7'/. ton
& air unit Will
753-1300 af
)- 2116

94W —2houses W.
of Lawrence Rd.

on left.

Thursday
8 -4
Gcs dryer. color TV.
toys. clolha Ind materMy & children. crafts
Much
and apples
more' Par or Mine

For Rest
Or Lame

370

bale
For Rent

3
Gorogiutl•

CERTIFIED Farrier Service,hot and cold shoeing
Gary Arnett 345-2471

Garage Sale
1506 Dudley Dr.
Thurs. & Fri.
7 aun.-?
Lots of chidren's clothing, crafts, Woks,
men's suits, ladies
coats, lots of odds &
ends, pictures(1 Neal
Holland print).

FOR sale 2 registered L.1
mousin bulls Phone
489-2272

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?

MULES Par of Belgium
mare mules. over 16
Hands, matched perfect
Call 354-6705 alter
7 30pm
REGISTERED 2yr old
Quarter horse filly, outstanding bloodlines, exceptional looks, broke, gentle,
lust needs finishing out
Call 753-6491 after 5pm

Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

TWO registered Beefmaster Bulls ready to wean
$500 each Ph 527-1427 or
527-9981

Yard

30

Sale

Pets
& &apnea

Asia

;e with office &
'53-4509
It Coleman

)trice Space in
ipping Center
/53-6612

fent
Rent

rit 2 3,c4 4br
a or house
762-4794

mints
Rent

id apt, partial
d No pets
liller Ave
753-5898

AKC German Shepherd
puppies, vet checked. s-w,
Champion German blodline, black sire obedient &
temperament females
$175, males $200
901-642-9779
AKC registered female Rot
tweiler, $300 obo Must
sell 753-5998
AKC Yorkas & Golden Retrievers, Champion bloodlines. pedigrees & guarantees on all pups 328-8092

s near down753-4109

FOR sale 8yr old male
Siamese, 8yr old male
Cocker Spaniel, 2yr old female Chow, 2yr old white,
female cats All gentle &
loving 753-0789

garage with
or opener, doswasher, wid
1-7688 days.
flitS

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

with carport
pets Refer$4 25 m o

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

like new, apfurnished,
aunty deposit
3-6654 days,
Pits

ise, 1',4 bath
lances include, dryer, dosing fans Free
Available
1 $435/mo
753-9898

2br, central
as furnished
ot 1602 Olive
753-9898

artments now
,pi.cations for
r apartments
4984 Equal
ortixiity

spacious 2br
wet wooded
73
duplex 2br,
appliances
oleman RE

applications
ow rent housn person at
Manor, 906
stended be
12noon No
)lease Equal
ortunity

*cations for
It subsidized
I, 2 8 3 bedcap eCCOSSIWEIN Oppor
Hilidale Apts
y or call

we
tam

with 16'x24
ling in rear,
I, low utilities.
al Corcaranis
love, termeror, washer &
id $550/trA3,
nut required

Mole Nov 1,
deposit
4109

Jrity

94 East 3 rifts
Thurs. a Fri

2 REGISTERED 16 month
old Pointers, 2 females. & 2
Beagles 436-5844
5 CUTE & adorable puppies 6wks old Bassett &
Dachshund, father unknown $10 759-1217

YELLOW Nape Amazon,
lyr, tame, good talker,
$650 wicage
Call
753-7370

ROBERTS Realty Cabway County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agency For all your real
estate needs co them today at 753-16511 Sycamore and 12111 St

Rain or Shine
Iron beds, couch &
chair, electric heaters, toys, lots more.
Arm
Real
Estate

.135

1979 CAMARO, 1985 Cadillac Eldorado, both in matt
condition 4362799

1987 GRAND AM LE,
loaded, good condition,
95.XXX miles, $3650 Alter
6pm 435-4499

DUPLEX lots for sale or
trade, several to choose
from on Diuguid Road. all
city utilities avertable Starting at $11,800 each Owner
financing available Call
753-7668 days
MOBILE home lot in Scenic
Acres, new East Elementary School, city water,
120'x132', $3850 Call
753-7668 days
WOODED lot, 500 South
11th St, 100ft wide. 75ft
deep. reuduced $6900
753-7549
.16/1

Hoses
For We
3800 SO ft of quality house
located at 1556 Canterbury
Dr Builders personal
home Would consider
trade Carl 753-3672 after
5pm
3BR, 1 bath brick home
2100+ sq It, electric wall
heat, window air, lot
85'x160% 905 Fagan° Dr
$60'5 753-3793 Bill
Parker.
3BR, located 300 yds from
Wrangler's Riding Club,
about 5 minutes from Murray on Van Cleave Rd. 3
acres all fenced, horse barn
& 30x40 shop. 753-4525

1988 BUICK Park Avenue,
one owner, clean, excellent
condition, leather and
power seats loaded, white
red interior, 4 door. V6,
auto 88.XXX miles. $7150
759-1604

Availatle beginning
Oct. 1st private boat
storage stalls 11 R.
wide - 30 It deep,
10x 10 ft. overhead
door.

Simian
Gamed
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free esemates Cal
474-2307
SANDBLASTING, trailers.
truckbeds, equipment,
metal furniture anything
made of metal, prompt service Call 753-8756

Taking
rosorvotions now.
&50*no -12 mo.contract
1550ino 4 mo contral
$601InCeiNy rate

71134408

Moving, Rearranging
your present home?
We can move your
furniture
&
appliances along w/
household
other
products.

Residential &

1989 CAVALIER, Chevy,
Commercial
38AXX miles, grey. ac, 1 A A 1 Hauling, tree DimService
amitm Call and leave mes- ming. ;fee removal, cleansage 753 6465
ing out sheds, attics, & odd
Experienced 8 refer
ences evadable
1990 GRAND AM loaded jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
492 8660
Call 753-0775 for free
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
estimate If no answer
1991 40R. Executive Se- Factory trained by 3 maor
leave message
neklincoln Town Car, one manufacturers All work
owner, loaded, white and parts warranted Ask •
753-5950
for Andy at The Appliance
LAWN mowing & lea(
1991 TOYOTA 4 wheel Works, 753-2455
drive, red, auto, air, 23.XXX Al IA al around mowing & mulching Coleman Bene
miles, $10,900 759-9841 Dee rimming 8 fight haul- fiel 759-4564
ing Call 436-2528 ask for LEE'S CARPET CLEANMark
ING Carpets, furniture
Al, AL'S hauling, yard Commercial or residential
Vane
work, tree removal, mow- Free estimates 753 5827
ing Free estimates
LICENSED for electric and
759-1683
gas 753-7203
1985 DODGE van, V. ton
cargo vehicle very de- Al TREE Service Stump MR Chimneys chimney
pendable and in very good removal and spraying Free cleaner 492-8723
condition Must sell Best estimates 753-0906 after
PLUMBING repairman vat
otter Call 759-9962 leave 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
same day service Cal
message
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- 436-5255
1986 VOYAGER mini van try, remodeling, porches,
49,XXX on motor, $3900 roofing, concrete, drive- COUNTERTOPS. custom
Call 436-5099 after 5pm
ways, painting, mainte- Homes, trailers, offices
nance, etc Free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
1994 DODGE Conversion
489-2303
436-5560
Van locally owned, all the
extras. including lv & vcr
489 2324 after 7pai week
days weekends anytime

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

CLASSIFIED

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replace1978 CHEVY 1 ton flatbed ment 759-1515
hydralic lift,(Tommy Gate), BACKHOE Service ROY
very good condition HILL Septic system, drive901-243 3961
ways, hauling, foundations,
1981 FORD F250 high mi- etc 759-4664
leage 435-4435
BACKHOE Service, com1989 NISSAN black, plete foundations Nesbitt
Masonary
phone
55 XXX miles, air, stereo
great condition, $5300 492-8516. D Pager
762-7221
753-4798
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
436-5832

510
Canvas
1978 33 CAMPER, good
condition, $4200 Cal
436-5099 after 5pm
1979 31FT Airstream, 1978
Chevrolet Suburban 454
Will sell together or separate 753-0114
1983 TRAVEL trailer. 30ft,
with all the extras
436-2799

CARPET and vinyl onstagebon and repairs Glen Bebber, 759-1247
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor hams, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, rich quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
C & C Painting, free estimates Cal 753-0884
C & D HOME Repairs Cal
753-9669

Boats
8 Motors
BOAT & camper storage
753-4509

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191

(502) 382-2306
Located on Hwy. 94 West

own* cbog Noun (Tice)
11.4304nroris cashes rnail
aPplIonoes toys winks.
clothes (adults & children) very cheap and
much mot&
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Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
I.
spurlpoRbye and seey (our,ndshoew am )
ro un y
75.1-511M0

:.'7N1Lmelit,*-

•
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PURDOM MOTORS, INC.

Gerald Linn

Eddie Linn

7534315
* BODY SHOP *
All Work Guaranteed To Your Satisfaction.
Rental Cars Available
Work On All Makes & Models • Forego or Derusau

A

18" Solid Gold
Wide Herringbone
$99

7 Big Clear
Diamonds
1/4 carat* $99

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436-2701

Mont Blanc $09

allpoint Pen

HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling, vinyl soding
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436-2052
HALL'S Services Toilet
fixed leaky faucets and
other handyman work Free
estimates References
available Call 759-9689
HANDYMAN will do plumb
mg, electrical, carpentr)
and general repair
753-0596
KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica, all colors Free esti
mates Wulff's Recove
Murray 436-5560

753-1916

Spurning the finesse, which would
have been fatal, South went up with
the ace and led a diamond to the
king. After both opponents followed
suit, he ran the diamonds and made

nine tricks for a score of 600 points
At the second table, the same
EAST
contract was reached and again the
WEST
•7 6
ten of hearts was led. Here also de* KJ103
•KJ853 clarer played low from dummy, won
w 10 9 4
with the ace, and led a diamond. But
* Q 10 5
•J 2
at this table West played the jack
+ Q 10 2
+9764
instead of the deuce, and this seemSOirm
ingly innocuous play made a world of
4 A Q 94 2
difference in the result.
V A6
Declarer had the choice of going
•7 4
up with the king and thereby aban*AK83
doning diamonds as his main source
The bidding:
oftricks,or letting the jack win in the
North East
South West
hope that the defense could not cash
Pass
Pam
2•
1+
four heart tricks in a row. South did
3 NT
Pam
2 NT
as well as he could when he chose to
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
Some of the most difficult plays play low from dummy, whereupon
are actually amazingly easy to ex- West led a heart through the queen
ecute.Consider this deal from a team to defeat the contract.
It is true that in most hands a
offour match. At the first table, West
led the ten of hearts. Declarer played defender does best by playing second
low from dummy and won the trick hand low, but, as with all general
with the ace. He next led a diamond rules, there are exceptions. On this
and played the nine from dummy occasion, the second West, with a
after West followed low. East won very simple play, capitalized handwith the ten and returned a spade. somely on an exception to the rule.
Tomorrow: Tiny strokes fell great oaks.

Popular 3 Row
I Carat* Anniversary
or Wedding Band

$4

Marquise
Classic
Mens Famous
Fashion Cluster
Kentucky Cluster
I Carat*
I Carat*

$499
FRI t
(
IAN %%11

• A K 986 3
•J5

Custom Woodworking
&

'MtJR
Al)
COI 1,I)
HERE
( \I I
753-1916

South dealer.
Both sides vulnegtii(e.
N(Wl'H

CMOS' KITCHEN CABINETS
CUST0111 WOODWORIONG
All Types Of:

S

Our Diamonds are "CI.E.411"
not "CLOUDY" and we
prove it with GEMSCAN.
Clear Diamonds, Great
"LIFETIME" Warranties,
Friendly Sales Associates
and Instant Credit
equal "RFIAL VALUE"!

DRYWALL, finishing, re
pars ‘dditions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761

CONTRACT BRIDGE

IPS

K WOW* NIKON & ki

FREE 1/2 Canto Genuine Sapphire just for stopping in and taking

DAVE'S Window Cleaning
is now accepting houses loi
this fall Call for free eso
mate 753-9873

Call Us Today!

Ate

94 East, turn left off 94
across from Ky Lake
Goff Course on Matrici
Rd 1/2 mi white haze
trimmed in yellow

VCR REPAIR Wood VC
Service Center ciean,N
servicing $15 most repa..,
$35 Free estimates
I Almo Open 9 12 I 5
Mon Fri 753 0530

CUSTOM bulldozing anc
backnos work. septic aye
terns 354-8161 after 4pm

Ask us about a sign!

.

WINDOW 8 door repair
Repair, re-screen re glaze
aluminum or wood 20yrs THE Gutter Co Seamless
experience 753 2330 aluminum gutters variety
prompt service
of colors Licensed in
sured Esornate available
GENERAL Repair plumb- 759 4690
ing, roofing, tree work
WANTED light hauling
436-2642
trees trimmed or removed
SEWING machine repair Call Don 753 2772 or
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674 753-2320

TYPING Service Avalatii,
to businesses and indiviC,,
abs Provides prolessioral
quality reasonable ratty-,
next day service Speilin;
and minor grammatical co,
rections provided iTee C.i
753 4821. 95 MS

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
pate installation and ser
vice
Call Gary a
759-4754

A Very Simple Play

Thurs, Ffl, Sat.
8-4

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night
753 5484

TYPING Editing Re
sumes term papers man.,
scripts etc $1 50 page
759 9660

OD

cSign6
‘
41"

Garage Sale

SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742

Visa and Master Card

WOOD WORKS

Public
Sale

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Services
Offered

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

All breeds, all sizes
Ask about specials

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE.
753-19i6

goat $C:
id Iise

KENTUCKY Lakel Waterfront Bargain' $19,900
Near Pans Lancava 16
acres on beautifully
wooded, secluded cove
Low taxes, low crime, mild
year round donate' Presa
gious new lakefront development, perfect for
vacaoonirearement home
Exc financing Must see
call now 800-858-1323
Woodland Acres

All Dog
Grooming

759-1768

1962 TRIUWH TR 4 Convertible. wire wheels, not
driven in 4yrs, $700
436-2429 6-8pm

1985 CELEBRITY Euro
Sport 759-4449 after Spin

CLASSIFIED

10% Off

Beale
Molars

Labe
Property

BRICK ranch, 4br 2 bath,
28 ACRES of bottamland, 12x26 screened deck off
23 acres tillable. 11 acres in large kitchen, new roof.
CRP, excellent deer & equipment/tool shed Apturkey hunting 13 miles pros 3 5 acres fenced for
southwest of Murray. horses or cattle Oft Bethel
$25.000 Owner financing Church Rd, 5 rnileS north
east of Murray 759-4947
Call 750-1693
after 6pm Reduced to sell'
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase NICE 3br brick, large living
homes-all price ranges. If room, large kitchen, 2 full
baths, utility room. 2 car
you we thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte- garage, large patio, on 1
ous and professional acre lot with natural gas,
agents at 753-1222 or stop central air, city water
$66,000 437-4855 after
by office at 711 Main St.
5pm
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
470
Bel -Air
Center_
502- 753 -SO'LD,
Motorcycles
1-800-369-5780.
1986 700 SUZUKI Intruder,
ACREAGE for sale, also black, extra chrome, 6XXX
will lease or rent 753-1300 miles, $2000 759-2507
after 7pm 489-2116
DISCOUNT parts, dependFOR sale by owner. Smal able service for all brands
professional building MOTORCYCLE PARTS &
downtown, 505 Main St. SERVICE, north of Murray
Ideal tor Accountant. Insur- on Coles Campground Rd
ance, Dental or Law office. Open weekdays 4pm-6pm,
Sat 10am-3pm.
Call 759-1429.

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON

Used
Core

7B

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 13, 1993

Chestnut Hills Shopping ('enter • Murray • 753-7695

"CLEARLY THERE'S A DIFFERENCE"
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY
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Today is Wednesday. Oct. 13. the 286th day of 1993. There are 79
days left in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History
On Oct. 13th, 1792, the cornerstone of the executive mansion, later
known as the White House, was laid during a ceremony in the District
of Columbia.
On this date:
In A.D. 54, Roman emperor Claudius I died, after being poisoned
by his wife, Agrippina.
In 1775, the United States Navy had its origins as the Continental
Congress ordered the construction of a naval fleet.
In 1843, the Jewish organization B'nai B'rith was founded in New
York City.
In 1845, Texas ratified a state constitution.
In 1943, during World War II, Italy declared war on Germany, its
one-time Axis partner.
In 1960, Richard Nixon and John Kennedy participated in the third
televised debate of their presidential campaign, with Nixon in Hollywood, Kennedy in New York.
In 1962, "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?," by Edward Albee,
opened on Broadway.
In 1977, Vice Admiral James Stockdale, a former prisoner of war in
Vietnam, became president of the Naval War College in Newport,
Rhode Island.
In 1981, voters in Egypt participated in a referendum to elect Vice
President Hosni Mubarak the new president, one week after the assassination of Anwar Sadat.
In 1984, the space shuttle Challenger and its seven astronauts landed at Cape Canaveral, Fla., ending a journey that featured the first
space walk by an American woman, Kathy Sullivan. ,
Ten years ago: President Ronald Reagan chose his national security
adviser, William P. Clark, to succeed James G. Watt as Interior
Secretary.
Five years ago: Vice President Bush and Democrat Michael Dukakis met in their second debate of the 1988 campaign. Egyptian novelist Naguib Mahfouz was named recipient of the Nobel Prize for
literature.
One year ago: Vice President Dan Quayle and Democrat Al Gore
collided in a feisty debate in Atlanta that included Ross Perot's running mate, retired Vice Admiral James B. Stockdale. An Air France
supersonic jetliner set a -abinmercial flight record for circling the
globe in 33 hours, one minute. American Gary S. Becker won the
Nobel Prize in economics.

Tea years ago

Ryan Milk Company sponsored
a reception yesterday for members of Leadership Murray.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's non-profit
community leadership program.
M.C. Garrou writes about John
Trotter, retired Murray Water and
Sewege System superintendent,
his column. "Garrott's Galley."
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Thompson.
Sept. 3; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald ShemwelL Sept. 19; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dawayne
Swafford. Sept. 29.
Rebecca Banks and Mark Cullen Vinson were married recenity
at Fairhave United Methodist
Church, Houston, Texas.
Pictured on Oct. 12 was the
student body of North Pleasant
Grove School in 1937. Miss
Lowell Gingles was teacher.

Twenty years ago
Formal installation of Dr. Constantine (Deno) Curris as sixth
president of Murray State University during inaugural ceremonies
on campus on Nov. 12 will be the
final step in the presidential
transition.
Elected as officers of MurrayCalloway County Board of Realtors were Edna Starks Knight,
John Neubauer and Loretta Jobs.
Mrs. Malcolm Cross, tint vice
president of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Club, spoke at a
general meeting of Murray
Woman's Club with Mrs. J. Matt
Sparkman, president. presiding.
Spectral music was by Mrs.
Robert E. Johnson, Mrs. Sam
Knight, Mrs. Kathy Elliott, Mrs.
Harold Eversmeyer, Mrs. Charles
Moffett, Mrs. Donald Burke,
Mrs. Richard Hoffman and Mrs.
Josiah Darnall.
Thirty years ago

Calloway County Sheriff
Woodrow Rickman was the
speaker at a meeting of Murray
Kiwanis Club. He gave a brief
history of Murray Rescue Squad
and its activities.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lassiter
observed their 50th wedding
anniversary on Oct. 12.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Wyatt, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Ray Henson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.T.
Perry, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Earl Duncan, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. William Max McCuiston, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Crowder, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Griffin Lane, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Taylor. a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Vick, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jones, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. W.D. McKinney,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Key, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
"Perplexed in Portland. the."
regarding the use of the large stall
in rest rooms was wrong. You obviously have never had to use crowded public rest rooms.
When the laws were changed to
include handicap acce.ss iii buildings
and larger stalls in bathrooms, it
was a step forward - and much
needed. However, most places
changed an already existing stall
or twot to comply. which greatly
reduced the capacity of the bathroom. As a mother with two kids
who "have to go now - and who.
ni\,elf, has a bladder about the

physically challenged is using it. I'll
always take the steps to give him
plenty of mom.
Never would I use the handicapped parking space, but I feel
that bathrooms, ramps and dressing rooms are another matter. I
have waited 30 minutes in line at a
military PX to try on clothes
because there were only two dressing rooms, and the one reserved for
the handicapped was off-limits to
able-bodied persons. I asked the
salesperson when was the last time
someone had used it., and she said
she had worked there only a month.
and no one had used it vet'

of a pea no pun intended', I need
the use of that stall if it is not occupied.
If a handicapped person arrived.
she would always be next in line for
the stall- even if there were 10
other women in line 'which is not
unusual'. But when that person finished, the other people in line would •
be just as much in need of the facilities as she was.
When I enter a building, and
there is no handicapped person
using the ramp. I use the ramp
because I find it easier than the
steps - especially if I'm carrying
something. But if someone who is
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Richard Lamb and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Ross.
Forty years ago
Seaman Billy Joe Parker, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Joe Parker of
Murray, is serving on USS
Destroyer Duncan near Osaka,
Japan, from where he called his
family by telephone on OcL 10 at
2 a.m, but it was 5 p.m. in Japan.
The Rev. L.C. Lee was sliest
speaker at a meeting of Woman's
Society of Christian Service of
First Methodist Church. His subject was "The World Mission of
the Church." He was introduced
by Mrs. Rue Overby.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include s boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clans Reed, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Landahl, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Smith, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Alton Paschall and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Euel
Erwin.
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CALVIN and HOBBES

Grocery stores have special
checkout counters to accommodate
wheelchairs, and signs posted for
the severely handicapped to proceed
to the front of the line. This is great.
but no store could afford to have a
line exclusively tor the handicapped.
Normally I agree with your
answers. Abby. but you blew it on
this one.
STANDING IN LINE WITH
MY LEGS CROSSED AT
(.)SAN AIR BASE. KOREA
DEAR STANDING IN LINE:
You're not the only reader who
responded to my answer. Read
on for another perspective:
' DEAR ABBY: Thank you very
much for your response about rest
room stalls for the disabled. I am in
a wheelchair, and something that
truly irritates me is finding the
"large-door stall" occupied by an
able-bodied person. It's especially
irksome when it is a parent with
one or more young children. I can
understand_ a parents need to get
everyone to go potty and keep an
eye on them at the same time; however, this is not the way to do it.
If I use the, rest mom anywhere
."out." it is because I have that
"urgent need" of which you spoke. I
remember a particular episode
when a woman with two young children was taking an extremely long
titnia in a disabled stall. I begged
her to hurry. She responded with.
"We'll be out when we're good and

ready!" I finally lost control and
made a Mess of myself. With tears
in my eyes, I admonished her as the
three of them left the stall. She gave
me a dirty look and declared. "It's
not against the law-7
Thanks for letting me get this off
my Chest.
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GARFIELD
115 AMAZING- WHAT ONE CAN
PO WITH A ROLLING- PIN

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm of average
health and weight. I drink about is
glasses of water daily. in addition to a
substantial amount of diet drinks.
How much intake is too much? I urinate constantly and wonder if this is
dangerous in the long run.

Datty's resume

ACROSS
1 Weaken
4 Spanish pot
8 Lavish
entertainment
12 Pair
13 Scene
prospect
14 Winglike
15 Shouted
17 Suitable
19 Note of scale
29 Electrified
particle
21 Anger
22 Legal matter
23 Catcher's
glove
25 In addition
26 Astaire ID
27 High card
28 Prefix with
cover
29 Boring tool
32 "Hart Hart"
33 Model
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C 1993 Unt ed Feature Syndicate

3 Courteous
4 Stove part
5 Cover
6 French
article
7 Academy 8 Obese
9 Spanish

I Pigpen
2 Solemn
wonder
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.J051 WINK ABOUT
iT..WOULDN'T YOU
LOVE TO LIVE IN A
PERFECT WORLD?
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

- Law
Ambassador
Devoured
Kin to beret?
Stephen King
novel
41 Collection
of facts
42 Prohibits
43 Goal
45 Witty remark
46 Equality
47 Italian river
48 '- Town '
49 Trifle,
potter
52 Mix
54 Instrument
56 Moray
57 Direction
58 Poker stake
59 Chinese
pagoda
35
36
38
39
40
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PEANUTS

For an excellent guide to becoming a
better conversationalist and a more
attractive person, order "How to Be
Popular. Send a business-sized. selfaddressed envelope. plus check or money
order for 93.95 44.50 in Canada( to: Dear
Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris. III. 81054. (Postage is
included

DR. GOTT

CROSSWORDS
L_

RELIEVED IN
DES MOINES,IOWA
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article
10 Domesticate
11 Goddess of
discord
16 Abraham's
nephew
18 Hebrew
letter
21 - replay
22 Tattered
cloth
23 Partner
24 Sacred image
25 River island
26 Merriment
28 Period of
time
29 Metric
measure
30 Ardor
31 LA team
33 Vessel
34 Airline info
37 Vigor
39 - date
41 Chief artery
42 Container
43 Church part
44 Jot
45 Greek letter
46 Heap
48 Morsel
49 Negative
50 Meadow
51 Guido's high
note
53 Exists
55 Running

DEAR READER: Healthy kidneys
are designed to rid the body of tastes
and unused fluid. Therefore. whln we
consume large quantities of water, we
urinate frequently and the urine is
very dilute. While the kidneys can
excrete a tremendous amount of surplus fluid, there are limits on consumption that vary from person to
person depending on age. When those
limits are exceeded, water toxicity
can develop, causing lethargy. confusion and a dangerous imbalance of
certain minerals in the body.
I don't know why you feel the need
to drink so much water, on top of the
usual fluids you consume with your
meals. If you do this by preference.
cut down to about six to eight glasses.
If you are thirsty, despite your phinomenal fluid intake. you'may have a
disorder in the part of your brain that
controls thirst — and you should see a
physician for blood and urine tests.
The fact that you urinate frequently
is a normal physiological response
which will not harm you. I am more
concerned about the reason you drink
so much. Check this out with your
doctor.
DEAR DR. GOTT. My urologist
indicated I have lumps in my prostate.
Is it possible that stones can appear
and, if so, are lasers ever used to
break them up'
DEAR READER- Lasers are basically cutting tools, so they are not used
for breaking up stones. A new technique Ilithotripsy) using electromagnetic waves is used for that purpose.
I am not satisfied that "lumps in
your prostate" indicate prostatic
stones. In my view, you need a blood
test (PSA) for prostate cancer. and —
probably — a prostate ultrasound
exam to determine the nature of these
nodules. If they are not stones, you
should have a biopsy
Your urologist can advise you
Incidentally, prostatic stones are.
and large, harmless and require no
treatment.
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